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In the spirit of reconciliation, Tourism Australia acknowledges the
Traditional Custodians of Country throughout Australia and their
connections to the land, sea and community. We pay our respect
to their Elders past, present and emerging.

Wula Gura Nyinda Eco Cultural Adventures, Western Australia

LOOKING FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY
TRAVEL EXPERIENCE?
YOU’VE COME TO THE RIGHT PLACE
Exquisite art, exclusive accommodation, ancient pilgrimages and modern culinary
journeys: welcome to Australia’s signature collection of Aboriginal travel experiences.
This is no ordinary collection. Despite spanning the breadth of the Australian continent,
offering a far-ranging group of activities in locations both urban and remote,
these Discover Aboriginal Experiences all share one commonality: excellence of the
highest order.
Recognised not just by our stringent selection process, but by peers, competitors
and the industry at large as a world-class leader in Aboriginal tourism, each member
of this collection represents Australia’s various Aboriginal cultures with integrity
and authenticity – a responsibility indeed. It is these operators that showcase the
foundational cornerstones of genuine Aboriginal experience, offering you a unique
opportunity to gain extraordinary insight into the world’s oldest living culture.
Importantly, this involves the use of Aboriginal guides – a non-negotiable requirement
for appearing in this esteemed group. For who better to show you around than a
Traditional Custodian of the land? Aboriginal guides aren’t just warm, welcoming
and extremely generous of spirit, affording a unique means of bringing Australia’s
landscapes to life; as the owners of the stories they share with you, they offer a means
of connecting with Australian places and cultures quite unlike anything else you’ll find.
From adventure seekers and cultural enthusiasts to foodies and nature lovers,
there really is something for everyone in this collective with over 185 experiences
on offer. No matter where you choose to go, you’ll be sure to find a meaningful,
memorable experience.
The Discover Aboriginal Experiences collective is part of Tourism Australia’s Signature
Experiences of Australia program that promotes outstanding tourism experiences
within a variety of special categories.

The world’s oldest living
culture delivers a diversity
of experiences that
create truly memorable
Australian journeys

HOW TO USE THIS RESOURCE
To help you best plan your trip, experiences
are organised geographically. You’ll find a map
and experience listings overview, categorised
by state, on page 6; further maps are located
at the beginning of each section.
Overleaf, you’ll also find a preview of the
types of experiences waiting to be discovered.
These include a listing of common thematic
journeys on offer throughout the booklet, with
a preview of selected highlights. This begins
on page 9.

For further details: www.australia.com/aboriginal
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ABORIGINAL OWNED

The experiences identified as Aboriginal Owned are offered by businesses that are at least 50 per cent
Aboriginal owned. All of the experiences in the collective are Aboriginal guided.
Tourism Australia provides this publication as information only and is correct at the time of printing. Please
contact your preferred travel expert for bookings. Please note that the persons, vehicles, establishments,
places, attractions and other features depicted or described may not be part of your actual tour depending
on availability and circumstances. Printed April 2021.
As a result of the global COVID-19 pandemic, some experiences may not be operating for certain periods or
running to altered schedules. Information is correct at time of printing, however, please use this document
as guide and check each businesses’ website for the most up-to-date information.
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Ngaran Ngaran Culture Awareness, New South Wales
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Finding your ultimate experience ...
What to expect
This collection showcases a diversity of experiences delivered by the world’s oldest
living culture creating truly memorable journeys including an exciting array of
experiences for adventure seekers, cultural enthusiasts, foodies and nature lovers
such as exploring labyrinths of ancient and contemporary rock art, quad biking,
kayaking, whale watching, fishing, mud crabbing, hiking, taking a walking tour in a
city centre or staying in a lodge on over 200 square miles of lily-laden flood plains
teeming with wildlife.

Go foraging for bush tucker such as saltbush and bush celery along the Cape to Cape
walking track, or try your hand at catching herring, bream and salmon in Meelup
Regional Park.

Whilst the following themes preview the range of activities on offer, it is worth noting
that all operators are able to cater to specific guest requirements, including tailormade experiences and private tours.

Sample highlights: Perhaps you’d care to enjoy an inspiring three-night, four-day
Aboriginal-guided wukalina Walk along the white sand beaches of larapuna (Bay of
Fires) and wukalina (Mount William) in north-eastern Tasmania staying in domed
huts inspired by the traditional homes of the palawa people. Or maybe you’ll take a
tailor-made safari with Lords Kakadu and Arnhemland Safaris to explore some of the
Northern Territory’s towering red escarpments, dramatic waterfalls and expansive
wetlands, as well as discover remarkable rock art.

NATURE & WILDLIFE
View Australia’s distinctive landscapes through different eyes, helping you gain a
deeper appreciation of the unspoiled country and its unique wildlife – and enjoy great
fishing!
Sample highlights: Near the Great Ocean Road in Victoria, you can take an Aboriginalguided tour with Worn Gundidj @ Tower Hill to discover a nature reserve inside a
dormant volcano where kangaroos, wallabies, emus, koalas and echidnas and hundreds
of bird species roam freely. Alternatively, explore lush, fertile wetlands in the heart of
Kakadu National Park in the Northern Territory with Djabulukgu Association – Kakadu
Cultural Tours to see crocodiles and colourful birdlife and discover the traditional uses
for plants and animals.

CULINARY EXPERIENCES
Guided bush tucker walks reveal the surprising fecundity of the Australian landscape,
while outback dining, infused with the unique flavours of the Australian bush, offers a
deliciously immersive experience. Alternatively, try your hand at traditional hunting.
Sample highlights: Join an immersive exploration with Walkabout Cultural Adventures
in North Queensland, where a Kuku Yalanji guide – whose ancestors have lived in the
region for thousands of years – will take you on a deeply personal tour, culminating in a
shared meal using foods foraged over the course of your journey. Or join Wadandi man,
Josh Whiteland from Koomal Dreaming on one of three immersive Margaret River tours.

ACTIVE ADVENTURES
You’ll find a wide selection of exhilarating experiences on offer in Australia’s beautiful
landscapes, from kayaking, quad-biking and hiking to 4WD adventures.

COASTAL AND AQUATIC
Aboriginal culture is not only connected with the outback but also with Australia’s
spectacular coastal regions. Fish, search for mud crabs, snorkel, kayak and swim in
beautiful beaches and aquamarine waterways.
Sample highlights: Discover the Creation story of the Great Barrier Reef with Dreamtime
Dive & Snorkel’s Indigenous rangers. They will also guide you on a snorkel tour to better
understand the ancient relationship between people and marine life. Go on a kayaking
adventure with Wula Gura Nyinda Eco Cultural Adventures to explore Gutharraguda (the
Aboriginal name for UNESCO World Heritage-listed Shark Bay in Western Australia) to
learn how the country talks to you. Or hop on a quad bike with Sand Dune Adventures
in Port Stephens, New South Wales, and dig for fresh water, discover Aboriginal midden
shell sites and ride the Worimi sand dunes, the longest moving coastal sand dunes in
the Southern Hemisphere.

AU STRA L I A .COM /A B O R I G I N A L
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EXCLUSIVE ACCOMMODATION

URBAN CULTURE

When you want to immerse yourself fully in Australia’s remarkable and remote
landscapes, unique Aboriginal-owned accommodations, including island wilderness
retreats, safari tents and architecturally designed huts make your experience all the
more special.

Aboriginal culture is alive and well in Australia’s urban centres, with easily accessible
walking tours as well as museums, galleries and cultural centres to explore.

Sample highlights: Located where the red earth meets the white sands and aquamarine
waters of the Indian Ocean on the Dampier Peninsula in the north-western tip of
Western Australia is Kooljaman at Cape Leveque. This wonderful wilderness camp
features diverse accommodation, including self-contained safari tents on stilts with
panoramic ocean views and traditional palm frond shelters behind the beach. In
the heart of the traditional homeland of the Adnyamathanha (Yura) people in the
Ikara-Flinders Ranges National Park in South Australia, Wilpena Pound Resort is
set inside an extraordinary 800-million-year-old natural amphitheatre and offers
‘glamping’ safari tents as well as hotel rooms. Then there’s Banubanu Beach Retreat
on Bremer Island – the perfect place to unplug and reconnect with nature, just
five kilometres offshore from Arnhem Land. Enjoy an eco-tent right on the beachfront
and make the most of the tour offerings such as fishing charters, a cultural tour or a
Yolŋu Healing Ceremony.

ART AND MUSEUMS
Explore ancient rock art sites offering profound insights into Dreamtime stories or take
part in artist-led workshops in contemporary art practice, helping you understand the
fundamental role of art in the transmission of culture.
Sample highlights: Join a Maruku Arts dot-painting workshop at Ayers Rock Resort to
learn about the Tjurkurpa Creation symbols and then paint your own Creation story. In
the Top End of the Northern Territory visit some of the finest rock art galleries in the
world with Davidson’s Arnhemland Safaris and learn about Tiwi Island’s famous screenprinting techniques on SeaLink NT’s Tiwi by Design tour. Or explore the Australian
Museum’s First Nations collection showcasing the richness and diversity of Indigenous
Australia.

Sample highlights: Enjoy an Aboriginal Heritage Walk in Melbourne’s Royal Botanic
Gardens, stroll the length of Perth’s Elizabeth Quay with Go Cultural Aboriginal Tours
& Experiences, or explore the fascinating First Nations collection at the Australian
Museum in Sydney. You may also wish to embark on a coastal journey with Dreamtime
Southern X, where the spiritual significance of Sydney’s famous harbour is revealed
on a stunningly intimate walking tour.

BUSH & OUTBACK
The Australian outback is a wild, ancient place. With an Aboriginal guide, explore
working cattle stations, outback gorges, ancient rock art galleries and waterholes, and
learn about the bounties a seemingly barren desert can provide.
Sample highlights: After you’ve explored the famous sites at Uluru-Kata Tjuta
National Park go deep into the heart of the Red Centre with SEIT Outback Australia
to visit Aboriginal homelands and discover the heart and history of the local Anangu
(Aboriginal people). On a Karrke Aboriginal Cultural Tour in the Northern Territory’s
Watarrka National Park, you can immerse yourself in the Luritja and Pertame language
and culture. Discover native foods such as bush plum and honey ants, learn more about
dot painting and see how mulga wood can be transformed into weapons and artefacts
during this hands-on one-hour experience.

IMMERSIVE JOURNEYS
Go off the beaten track and you’ll soon learn that there is not one, but many Aboriginal
cultures, each with its own language, belief system and powerful connection to place.
On an immersive journey, you’ll gain an insight into the world’s oldest living cultures
and understanding of Aboriginal spirituality and connection to Country.
Sample highlights: Make a deep connection with the Yuin people of the south coast
of New South Wales, through Ngaran Ngaran Culture Awareness, which shares sacred
ceremonies, ancient stories and traditional dancing. Travel deep into the philosophies,
kinship systems, hunting practices, instrument making and basket weaving secrets
of the Yolŋu Traditional Owners in East Arnhem Land with Lirrwi Tourism. End each
day in the company of Elders, around a fire under the stars.

AU STRA L I A .COM /A B O R I G I N A L
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Sand Dune Adventures, New South Wales

Australian Museum
Sydney

OVERVIEW
Learn about the beliefs and lifestyles of the world’s oldest living culture, in the
country’s oldest museum, with a personalised guided tour of the First Nations
collection at the Australian Museum in the heart of Sydney.
In one of the largest collections of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander objects, the
museum houses more than 20,000 Indigenous Australian body ornaments, tools,
bark paintings, toys and contemporary art and sculpture from across the country.
Located on the ground floor of the museum, the First Nations collection showcases
a changing selection of the extensive holdings that also include stories, voice
recordings and photographs that chronicle the diversity of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander culture, from pre-European times to today.

DETAILS
Discover the stories behind the displays on the
Waranara First Nations Tour. Led by First Nations
staff, who will weave in personal stories of
their own Country, culture and experiences, the
Waranara First Nations Tour (Waranara meaning
‘to seek’ in the Dharug language) emphasises
the strengths of First Nations cultures and their
connections to the land, sea and sky.

The collection includes breadmaking tools dated to more than 32,000 years old
and marvel at how new materials were later incorporated into cultural objects and
their production, such as the glass and ceramic spear tips made from telegraph-line
insulators found in the Kimberley. Other highlights include contemporary paintings
and woven fish traps, as well as pearl-shell ornaments that the women of Tasmania
still collect and make today. There are also intricately woven baskets, art made from
ghost fishing nets, exquisite shell jewellery, drums, canoes and ingenious tools for
hunting and fishing.

+61 2 9320 6000
1 William Street, Sydney
carole-ann.betts@australian.museum
www.australian.museum
AU STRA L I A .COM /A B O R I G I N A L
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Bundyi Aboriginal
Cultural Tours
wagga wagga
OVERVIEW
From ancient middens (piles of shells and bones left behind by generations past) to
“scar trees” carved millennia ago to craft canoes, the Australian landscape holds a
wealth of information about the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities that
have, and still do, call it home. You’ll fast discover this on a Bundyi Aboriginal Cultural
Tour around Wagga Wagga with Wiradjuri man Mark Saddler.
This is New South Wales’s Riverina, a region where three mighty rivers shape the
countryside, creating fertile fields with distinctive crops like canary-yellow canola.
Admire the landscape en route to destinations important to Mark’s ancestors – perhaps
the lookout at Galore Hill Scenic Reserve (a vibrant source of bush tucker), or The Rock
Nature Reserve – Kengal Aboriginal Place, a spiritual Dreaming and ceremonial location
for the Wiradjuri people.
Mark’s encyclopaedic knowledge of the area makes every experience as eye-opening
and educational as it is moving, whether you’re exploring far-flung reaches of the
countryside or strolling on the banks of the Murrumbidgee River. At the latter, your
tour might pause at the Marrambidya Wetland, a 20-hectare reserve home to all
manner of native plants and animals, many found in the park’s Healing Place. Think
of this special area – proximate to a number of significant Aboriginal sites – as a
point for quiet contemplation. Perched on seats fashioned from fallen river red gums,
surrounding a totem carved by Elders, you’ll gaze over paddocks of wallabies while
learning about local traditions, with Mark’s stories highlighting just how deep the
Wiradjuri connection to the land and water really is.

+61 412 693 030
Wagga Wagga, NSW
marksad@live.com.au
www.bundyiculture.com.au
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DETAILS
The drive south-west from Sydney to Wagga
Wagga will take you around five hours. Once you
arrive, Mark’s Bundyi Aboriginal Cultural Tours last
anywhere from two hours to a full day exploring
sites significant to the Wiradjuri. Whichever tour
you choose, your experience will be customised to
your interests (and Mark’s), whether that’s native
animals and foods (opportunities to sample
bush tucker abound, including during morning
tea or lunch); Aboriginal art and culture; or the
history of Aboriginal people in the area, revealed
through ancient Dreaming legends and tales from
colonisation right up to the present day.
Intimate groups explore both on foot, in Mark’s
luxury van, or on your own motorbike, while larger
groups are catered for in a bus; and morning tea
and/or lunch is included on all tours over two
hours. Tours run year-round, and typically depart
from Wagga Wagga’s Visitor Information Centre.

ABORIGINAL OWNED

Dreamtime Southern X
Sydney
OVERVIEW
Modern-day Sydney would be unrecognisable to the early European settlers who set up
camp on the shores of Sydney Cove in 1788, but join a walking tour with Dreamtime
Southern X and you’ll discover that for the Traditional Owners of the place they call
Wocconmagulli, many things remain as they always were.
The Rocks Aboriginal Dreaming Tour showcases Sydney’s Dreamtime heritage and you’ll
see how the landscape around the harbour reverberates with spiritual significance
and continues to influence modern Aboriginal culture. Guides share stories that will
help you see beyond the concrete roads, iron bridges and glass towers to glimpse what
the country was like before colonisation. Listen to the Creation stories that shaped
Sydney, learn how the Eora people reacted to the coming of the Europeans and how
the saltwater people practised seasonal food sustainability. Discover the ongoing
connection to Country and the true meaning behind the colours of the Aboriginal
flag, taste bush tucker plucked from trees growing on city streets, and visit sacred
Aboriginal sites hidden in the heart of the city’s most popular tourist precinct. It will
give you a new perspective on the harbour city.

DETAILS
Dreamtime Southern X is owned by Margret
Campbell and her family who are coastal water
people of the Dunghutti and Jerrinjah nations,
and tours are led by guides trained in their
traditional cultural knowledge. The leisurely
90-minute walking tour departs from Cadmans
Cottage – one of the city’s oldest buildings –
at Circular Quay and explores the historic area
known as The Rocks. You’ll be walking modern
streets, but the stories you hear are a millennia
old, and you’ll be surprised at how much of the
ancient world still exists once you know how to
look for it. Tours depart daily at 10:30am. There
is also a half-day coach tour around Sydney,
which includes a Welcome to Country ceremony
and light refreshments.

ABORIGINAL OWNED

D re

a m ti m e

Rules

EXPLORE
SYDNEY’S
ABORIGINAL
DREAMTIME
BEGINNINGS

+61 2 8394 9940
Cadmans Cottage, 110 George Street, The Rocks, Sydney
bookings@dreamtimesouthernx.com.au
dreamtimesouthernx.com.au
AU STRA L I A .COM /A B O R I G I N A L
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Ngaran Ngaran Culture
Awareness
Narooma
OVERVIEW
See some of the state’s prettiest coastal scenery while gaining an insight into
traditional culture on a two-night Aboriginal experience with the Custodians of Yuin
country near Narooma on the NSW South Coast. The motto of Ngaran Ngaran Culture
Awareness is “give it away to keep it”, and the Custodians believe that sharing their
culture is the best way to keep it alive.
For the Yuin people, the extinct volcano Mount Gulaga – formerly known as Mount
Dromedary – is their place of ancestral origin. Symbolising the mother, it is the basis
of their spiritual identity and it dominates not just the landscape but every aspect of
their culture. It’s a very special privilege to be able to experience the sacred mountain
with a cultural Custodian willing to share an ancient way of knowing. Just as special
is the daily sunrise beach ceremony which, depending on the time of year, can include
whale dreaming stories, traditional healing rituals and dancing.
Enjoy resort-style accommodation and Aboriginal cuisine including local seafood
and kangaroo with a range of native spices, followed by a traditional ‘yarning circle’
listening to the yidaki (similar to the didgeridoo) and sharing stories with Yuin Elders
and community members – it’s a unique opportunity to really connect with land,
culture and people.

+61 408 272 121
7323 Princes Highway, Narooma
info@ngaranaboriginalculture.com
ngaranaboriginalculture.com
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DETAILS
Tours are led by Dwayne “Naja” Bannon-Harrison,
who has more than 17 years’ experience,
along with nine generations of passed-down
cultural teachings. Based in Narooma and the
neighbouring village of Tilba – about 4.5 hours’
drive south of Sydney – the two-day, two-night
Yuin Retreat includes a traditional welcome,
Gulaga National Park guided walk (reasonable
level of fitness required) or the Djirringan
Dreaming Experience drive and walk, as well as
meals and accommodation. Highlights include
the traditional reflection yarning circle and early
morning beach ceremony. Tours operate yearround and include pick up from your Narooma
accommodation. Transfers are available from
Moruya, Sydney and Canberra airports.

ABORIGINAL OWNED

The Royal Botanic
Garden Sydney
Sydney
OVERVIEW
In certain foodie circles, foraging – the art of finding and harvesting wild foods – is
a hot trend, but for the Gadigal people of Sydney, it’s always been a way of life. Take
a walk through the Royal Botanic Garden behind the Sydney Opera House with an
Aboriginal guide and you’ll never go hungry again.
The Aboriginal Cultural Tour through Sydney’s Royal Botanic Garden provides a unique
opportunity to learn about the uses of native trees and plants by Australia’s First
Nations People, whilst also learning about the diverse history and culture of the Cadigal
people – the Traditional Custodians of the Sydney city area. Other programs include
Aboriginal Bush foods experiences where you will learn how to identify seasonal bush
foods followed by a unique and modern dining experience utilising these ingredients.

DETAILS
The Royal Botanic Garden is just a short walk
from Circular Quay. The 90-minute Aboriginal
Cultural Tours depart from the Garden Shop every
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday at 10am. There
are plenty of opportunities to ask questions
when you take a guided tour. Depending on
what’s in season, you’ll also be able to forage and
taste some Australian bush foods.

+61 2 9231 8134
Mrs Macquaries Road, Sydney
programs.info@bgcp.nsw.gov.au
rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au
AU STRA L I A .COM /A B O R I G I N A L
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SAND DUNE ADVENTURES
Port Stephens

OVERVIEW
Enjoy exclusive access to a sandy adventure wonderland on this exhilarating quad
bike tour of the largest mobile sand dunes in the Southern Hemisphere. Thrills are
guaranteed as you tackle the towering dunes head on, cresting the gigantic sand hills
on the four-wheeled bikes or sandboarding down the 60-degree slopes.
The Stockton sand dunes, which flank a 32-kilometre beach, cover an area of more than
4200 hectares. These mobile dunes, some of which are more than 40 metres high, have
been the setting for many films, including Mad Max, and looking out across the endless
expanse of sand it’s easy to imagine you are in the middle of the desert, rather than
on the edge of the sea.
This is Worimi land and the tour is run by the local Aboriginal Land Council, so while
there’s plenty of action, there’s also lots of bush tucker and cultural lore thrown in as
well, and all proceeds go back into the local community. Learn about the history of the
Worimi people who called this area home for thousands of years. Guides will point out
huge middens – mountainous piles of pipi shells and animal bones – half-buried by the
sands that move between one and four metres every year.

+61 2 4033 8808
2163 Nelson Bay Road, Williamtown
sda@worimi.org.au
sandduneadventures.com.au
18 AUSTRA L I A .COM/A B OR IGI N A L

DETAILS
You don’t need a driver’s licence or quad bikeriding experience to join one of these tours;
you’ll be shown how to operate the quad bike
before the tour departs. Helmets and safety vests
are provided. Opt for a one-hour tour roaring
across the dunes or a longer 90-minute tour that
includes more detailed learning sessions about
Worimi culture and the uses of the land, as well
as optional sandboarding. Stockton Dunes are
just north of Newcastle near Nelson Bay, a 2.5hour drive north of Sydney.

ABORIGINAL OWNED

Wajaana Yaam Gumbaynggirr
Adventure Tours
COFFS HARBOUR
OVERVIEW
Wajaana Yaam translates to “from this country” in the language of Gumbaynggirr people
of the New South Wales Mid North Coast. For Gumbaynggirr/Bundjalung man Clark Webb, it
was the perfect name for his adventure tour company – it’s designed to share his knowledge
of Aboriginal culture, and to encourage guests to see and feel the soul of Gumbaynggirr
Country.
The Gumbaynggirr are ‘saltwater people’, which inspired Clark to launch stand-up
paddleboarding (SUP) tours in three culturally significant waterways in the Solitary
Islands Marine Park. Your elevated perspective is ideal for admiring the various species
of fish darting through crystal clear waters, and along the way, Clark or one of his fellow
Aboriginal guides will encourage you to sample seasonal bush tucker and teach you some
Gumbaynggirr words and phrases. Feel the sand between your toes as you experience a
deeper connection to land and sea.
Just north of Coffs Harbour, Niigi Niigi (Sealy Lookout) in the Orara East State Forest is
another important cultural site for the Gumbaynggirr community. If you’ve signed up for
Wajaana Yaam’s full-day Coffs Creek or Moonee Creek tour, you’ll pair your paddle with a
walking tour in this culturally significant area, while the full-day Red Rock Creek tour will
see you visit another key site. See the ancient stories that are written in the landscape as
your guide brings the Dreaming to life.
With a percentage of all Wajaana Yaam Gumbaynggirr Adventure Tours proceeds invested
back into the not-for-profit Bularri Muurlay Nyanggan Aboriginal Corporation, booking a
tour means you are directly contributing to the wellbeing of the local community.

DETAILS
You don’t need SUP experience to join Wajaana
Yaam Gumbaynggirr Adventure Tours on the
water year-round. Qualified instructors provide
a lesson before your tour departs, and all
equipment, including life vests, are provided. Opt
for a half-day (2.5-hour) SUP tour (with kayaks
also available if you’re not comfortable on a
SUP) or a full-day (five-hour) cultural tour, which
includes a paddle, morning or afternoon tea,
lunch and a walking tour.
All tours depart from one of three locations within
the Solitary Islands Marine Park (Coffs, Moonee
or Red Rock Creeks). Coffs Creek flows through
the heart of Coffs Harbour; Moonee Creek is 10km
(or 10 minutes’ drive) north of Coffs Harbour, and
Red Rock is 30km (or 30 minutes’ drive) north of
Coffs Harbour. Coffs Harbour is located just over
halfway between Sydney (a 5.5-hour drive or a
75-minute flight) and Brisbane (a four-hour drive
or an hour-long flight).

ABORIGINAL OWNED

+61 409 536 670
Coffs Harbour, NSW
info@wajaanayaam.com.au
wajaanayaam.com.au
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Maruku Arts, Northern Territory

Bremer Island Banubanu
Beach Retreat
Arnhem Land
OVERVIEW
Bremer Island, in Yolŋu ‘sea country’ – home to pristine beaches, scores of sea turtles
and flocks of colourful birds – is truly one of Australia’s most remote and untouched
wilderness areas. Called Dhambaliya in local language, the island is five kilometres
offshore from the Arnhem Land town of Nhulunbuy, which boasts its own airport.
Banubanu Beach Retreat was created in partnership between your affable hosts Helen
and Trevor and the Yolŋu people of North-East Arnhem Land. As well as traditional
hunting and cultural tours, the retreat offers the ultimate base for exploring and
relaxing on Bremer Island. And you’ll want to do lots of the latter. This truly is the place
to unwind and reconnect with nature; and owing to the lack of jellyfish and sharks
here, swimming is a happy part of the equation.
Simplicity is another main drawcard of Banubanu. The retreat is designed around an
appreciation of the therapeutic and uplifting benefits of stepping away from the hustle.
Only 12 guests stay at any given time, creating an especially peaceful and intimate
experience for visitors who can select from a handful of guided experiences showcasing
local marine life, fishing and cultural experiences.

DETAILS
Stays at Banubanu include all meals and
your choice of a Beachfront Bungalow or the
Penthouse with sweeping panoramic ocean
views overlooking the Arafura Sea, complete with
ceiling fans and a private deck.
After waking up on paradise’s doorstep, deepen
your experience with one of Banubanu’s tour
offerings. These include chartered fishing
voyages in seas teeming with mackerel, red
emperor, jewfish and coral trout, and cultural
encounters including a day tour of the Nhulunbuy
region with a Yolŋu guide and a Yolŋu Healing
Ceremony.

ABORIGINAL OWNED

+61 8 8987 8085
Bremer Island, NT
enquiries@banubanu.com
banubanu.com
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Davidson’s
ArnhemLand Safaris
Arnhem Land
OVERVIEW
In 1986, Davidson’s Arnhemland Safaris began leasing a private swathe of
jaw-droppingly beautiful Aboriginal land east of Darwin – a 700-square-kilometre
profusion of rugged ranges, idyllic billabongs and monsoonal rainforests.
Based at Mount Borradaile, this now-iconic eco lodge and its accompanying suite of
activities is sanctioned by the area’s Traditional Owners, whose link to Arnhem Land
dates back 50,000 years. Their vision for the land includes visits to this magical site
by small groups under the stewardship of the Davidson’s team. One of the most special
aspects of this partnership is access to a myriad of sacred rock art displays, which
regularly wow guests with their spiritual potency. A 50-minute flight from Darwin,
the lodge – decorated in a litany of eco-tourism awards – serves fine-dining fare in
a relaxed communal space fringed by a serene pool. Simultaneously, tailored tours
capitalise on the immense splendour and tranquillity of this pocket of Arnhem Land,
especially its water-filled features such as the billabong beneath Mount Borradaile and
nearby wetlands alive with crocodiles and long-legged water birds.

+61 8 8979 0413
Mt Borradaile, Arnhem Land, NT
info@arnhemland-safaris.com
arnhemland-safaris.com
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DETAILS
Unpack and breathe in your silent surrounds,
dotted with wallabies, paperbark trees and an
abundance of birdlife including jabirus, magpie
geese and blue-winged kookaburras. With no
internet access to tempt you, stepping into a
slower, more mindful way of life will come easily
here; there is little need to escape mentally when
reality is this idyllic.
As your base, choose from a Cabin with Ensuite
or a Deluxe Cabin with Ensuite. Complete with
premium furnishings and fittings, both styles
of accommodation feature outdoor decks and
ceiling fans. Your stay includes all meals, tours
and activities, as well as permit fees (this land
cannot be accessed publicly, so all visitors must
have a permit). Davidson’s organises charter
flight transfers from either Darwin or Jabiru,
the major township in Kakadu National Park.
Alternately guests can drive to the lodge.

Kakadu Cultural Tours
Kakadu National Park and Western
Arnhem Land
OVERVIEW
Ubirr is one of the most sacred and stunning sites at Kakadu National Park: a collection
of mostly 2000-year-old shaded Aboriginal rock art galleries and soaring cliff
escarpments overlooks Western Arnhem Land, offering the perfect spot to soak up the
natural light shows taking place each sunset and sunrise.
Kakadu Cultural Tours specialises in the broader Ubirr region, and in the company
of predominantly Aboriginal guides, you’ll travel beyond these main ‘galleries’ to
restricted-access billabongs, secret art sites and living floodplains – or those after
a longer, richer experience can stay at Hawk Dreaming Wilderness Lodge, a secluded
safari cabin set amidst a private hamlet of the national park, or the Anbinik Kakadu
Resort, offering architecturally-designed accommodation within the township of Jabiru.
Owned by Djabulukgu Association (representing the Traditional Owners of Northern
Kakadu and parts of Western Arnhem Land), Kakadu Cultural Tours delivers three main
touring experiences: a cultural cruise along Alligator River; a one-day 4WD culture and
heritage tour of Arnhem Land and Northern Kakadu; and a two- or three-day stay at
Hawk Dreaming or Anbinik Kakadu Resort paired with meals and cultural cruise.

DETAILS
All Kakadu Cultural Tours experiences take place
during the Top End dry season, which runs from
May until October or November. Cruises, in
particular, are dependent on water levels, and
one of the company’s most popular offerings is
its almost two-hour Guluyambi cruise along East
Alligator River with an Aboriginal guide – here
you’re almost certain to spot drifting crocodiles
and an array of colourful birdlife. Special focus
rests on the Aboriginal connection to the river’s
food chain, as well as the medicinal uses of
surrounding plants.
Alternatively, the day-long Arnhemlander 4WD
tour weaves through private ancient rock art sites
and drops in at Injalak Arts Centre, where you’ll
meet Aboriginal artists and become acquainted
with bush tucker preparation and cooking.
Guests staying at Hawk Dreaming Wilderness
Lodge bed down in heavenly calm at one of 12
tent-cabins, whilst those staying at Anbinik
Kakadu Resort stay in an Anbinik suite with
beautiful indoor-outdoor bathrooms.

ABORIGINAL OWNED
+61 8 8938 3202
East Alligator River, Kakadu National Park, NT
kctres@kakadu.net.au
kakadu.net.au
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Kakadu Tourism
Kakadu National Park

OVERVIEW
Brimming with thunderous waterfalls, verdant wetlands and ochre-toned escarpments,
Kakadu is the world’s largest terrestrial national park, equal in size to the nation of
Switzerland. Amplifying the power of Kakadu’s natural beauty is its Aboriginal culture
and traditions, as nurtured by Traditional Owners.
Tap into these twin elements of the park with Kakadu Tourism, a collective of
accommodation and tour offerings that aims to connect visitors with the region’s
lively spiritual history. This outfit offers two excellently positioned stays, the fourstar Mercure Kakadu Crocodile Hotel in Jabiru at the northern entry point to the park
(it’s shaped like a crocodile – you can’t miss it) and Cooinda Lodge and campground,
set roughly in the middle of the park alongside Yellow Waters Billabong, fringed by
paperbark trees.
Choose from a variety of tour options (much of the time these feature Aboriginal
guides): a 4WD-tour to extraordinary, less accessible parts of the park, a southern
Kakadu tour visiting stunning rock pools, plus the Warradjan Cultural Centre which
explores the heritage and experiences of the Bininj people. Alternatively, take a cruise
or fishing expedition along the arresting, yet overwhelmingly peaceful Yellow Waters
Billabong – here, crocodiles bask on mud plains, sea eagles nest in trees and elegant
jabirus drift across the skyline.

DETAILS
Travel to Kakadu – often considered the crowning
jewel of the Top End – along the Arnhem Highway
and book into the Mercure Kakadu Crocodile
Hotel, one of the most premium stays within the
park’s boundaries. With an exterior fashioned
into a giant crocodile, the Mercure features airconditioned rooms with private balconies and
courtyards; a swimming pool, bar and restaurant;
and an Aboriginal art gallery, often populated
with artists in the midst of creating work. The
next day, take a Spirit of Kakadu Adventure Tour
via 4WD to an array of tucked-away, remote
sites within the park, as well as to the cultural
centre. Alternatively, join a Footprints of Kakadu
tour and view the spectacular rockpools of the
southern part of Kakaku National Park.
Travel south to Cooinda Lodge and campground,
set within leafy gardens – the perfect location
to explore Yellow Waters Billabong, either via a
cruise or fishing tour. The former is a must-do
within Kakadu. Led by Bininj guides, this cruise
puts you face-to-face with the magnificent
wetlands, home to 60 species of birds and a
plethora of buffaloes and crocodiles.

ABORIGINAL OWNED
+61 8 8979 1500
Jabiru township and Kakadu Highway, NT
reservations@yellowwater.com.au | reservations@crocodilehotel.com.au
kakadutourism.com
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Karrke Aboriginal Cultural
Experience & Tours
Watarrka National Park (Kings Canyon)
OVERVIEW
Soaking up the views from the top of Kings Canyon is the main reason most people visit
Watarrka National Park. But visitors can also get an eye-opening view of a different
kind, with insight into local lore and knowledge through a one-hour Karrke Aboriginal
Cultural Tour.
Christine Breaden and Peter Abbott, of the Wanmarra Aboriginal Community, have
been running the tour for the past four years in a bid to preserve and share their Luritja
and Pertame (Southern Arrernte) language and culture.
You’ll learn about the significance of dot painting, tools, weapons, bush tucker and
medicinal plants in a fascinating experience. The experience is very hands-on, with
the chance to touch and experience plants and artefacts for yourself, as well as ask
as many questions as you like about how people have thrived for tens of thousands of
years in this extreme but often bountiful Central Australian landscape.

DETAILS
Christine and Peter manage to pack a lot into an
hour. You’ll be introduced to native foods such as
bush tomato, bush plum, wild fig, bush bananas,
wild onions and native bush peach (quandong),
as well as honey ants and witchetty grubs.
Learn how Aboriginal people look at acacia roots
to judge whether witchetty grubs are present,
and how a grinding rock and grinding stone are
important tools for turning plants such as rock
fuchsia and emu bush into bush medicine.
Discover the significance of dot painting, and
why it is still such an important medium through
which Central Australian desert people tell their
stories. And see how mulga wood is shaped
into weapons such as spears and hunting clubs,
and artefacts such as the multipurpose No.7
boomerang. Don’t expect to throw it and see it
come back – like all boomerangs in this region,
it’s the non-returning type. But it does have
numerous uses, and is invaluable not just as a
hunting weapon, but as a ceremonial clapstick
and as a tool to tend campsite fires.

ABORIGINAL OWNED
+61 8 8956 7620
Next to Kings Creek Station, Luritja Road, Watarrka National Park, NT
peter.abbott@karrke.com.au
karrke.com.au
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Lirrwi Tourism
Arnhem Land

OVERVIEW
Arnhem Land is home to the Yolŋu people – custodians of one of the world’s oldest,
most intact and complex living cultures. Most Australians have had little experience
of the Yolŋu homelands. For one, it can be difficult to reach this remote part of
the Northern Territory, where a deeper, more mystical layer overlays the pristine
coastal and bush landscapes. Cultural priorities can also up-end plans – here, age-old
ceremonies take precedence over tourism.
Creating reliable experiences for visitors – while allowing the Yolŋu people to
practise their culture unfettered – requires a delicate balancing act. It’s a challenge
that Lirrwi Tourism has embraced. Its blueprint for immersive tourism in this
fascinating area involves a homelands rotation system that takes the Yolŋu calendar
into consideration while ensuring travellers still get a taste of authentic culture.
Make the trip and you’ll drop into a wondrous parallel world – one where the calendar
is divided into six seasons, and Songlines, or Dreaming tracks, run through the
landscape. Ancestral spirits followed these paths as they created the animals, land
and lore.

DETAILS
Guests usually fly into Nhulunbuy, on the Gove
Peninsula, from Darwin or Cairns. One-day tours
range from visiting several coastal locations
in East Arnhem Land to heading out on a 4WD
adventure that includes spear-fishing and crabhunting. Art enthusiasts can visit Yirrkala’s
Buku-Larrŋgay Mulka Centre, a showcase for
the region’s world-renowned artists, drawn from
the surrounding 25 homelands. These artists
specialise in larrakitj (memorial poles), bark
painting, pandanus weaving and making yidaki
(didjeridus).
To immerse yourself further into the life and
rhythms of the communities, consider a multiday itinerary. The five-day, women-only tour
might include experiences such as gathering
oysters, dancing, weaving, bush medicine and a
crying ceremony. “The women’s tours especially
are a bonding thing,” says Anji Kemp of Cooee
Traveller, which manages Lirrwi Tourism. “Guests
bond with their Aboriginal hosts and with each
other as well.”

ABORIGINAL OWNED
+61 8 8987 2828
Yirrkala, NT
info@lirrwitourism.com.au
lirrwitourism.com.au
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LORDS KAKADU &
ArnhemLand SAFARIS

Kakadu National Park and Arnhem Land
OVERVIEW
Swim in clear pools serenaded by waterfalls, trek through ancient rock art galleries,
and uncover Aboriginal cultural stories of the Top End alongside one of the Northern
Territory’s most lauded and experienced guides, Sab Lord. Raised in the region, Sab
oversees Lords Kakadu & Arnhemland Safaris, bringing over 25 years of experience
to an ambitious and wide-ranging series of luxury safaris. Among many other sites,
these take in Arnhem Land, gems within Kakadu including the lesser-known Koolpin
Gorge, and indulgent retreats such as Bamurru Plains, Davidson’s Arnhemland Safari
Camp and the 100 per cent Aboriginal-owned and operated Cicada Lodge in Nitmiluk
National Park.
Lords also incorporates its own accommodation into trips with an exclusive ‘bush camp’
for 12 guests set within Kakadu. It’s furnished with comfortable beds and a fire pit for
night-time meals and tale-telling.
As well as employing a host of Aboriginal support staff, the company enjoys deep, longterm relationships with local Aboriginal groups, providing introductions to fascinating
personalities for guests, as well as special permits to enter off-the-beaten-track zones
of the Northern Territory, inaccessible to other tour companies.

DETAILS
Three-, four- or six-day safaris run from April
through to October. On Lords’ three-day ‘Peek’
trip, travel inside a luxury 4WD and take in
the cornucopia of birdlife at Fogg Dam Nature
Reserve, before embarking on an adrenalinraising Jumping Crocodile Cruise on Adelaide
River; lunching at a traditional Australian
roadhouse; and bedding down at Cooinda Lodge,
set beside Kakadu’s Yellow Waters Billabong.
The following day, tour Arnhem Land with an
Aboriginal guide, explore Gunbalanya Aboriginal
community and marvel at art from the revered
Injalak Arts centre. On the final day, dive into
one of Kakadu’s most breathtaking waterholes
at Maguk.
Longer trips incorporate stays at the chic
Bamurru, a retreat based on a working buffalo
farm; the remote Davidson’s Safari Camp at
Mount Borradaile; and the award-winning
Cicada Lodge – plus natural beauty Edith Falls
in Nitmiluk National Park, and the rarely seen
Koolpin Gorge in South Kakadu.

61 438 808 545
Winnellie, Darwin, NT
lordssafaris@bigpond.com
lords-safaris.com
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Maruku ARTS

ULURU-KATA TJUTA National Park,
Central Australia
OVERVIEW
Maruku means “belonging to black”, which goes part way in explaining the pride
inherent in this Uluru-based art collective, which runs painting workshops and gallery
spaces amid one of the most iconic Australian landscapes.
Maruku’s story begins in 1981 when a band of Aboriginal artists filled trucks and cars
with their artwork and set up a tent exhibition from which to share and sell their
work. The tent gradually grew into something with more structural permanency, and
the group expanded to comprise around 900 talented artists from the Ngaanyatjarra,
Pitjantjatjara and Yankunytjatjara lands of Central Australia – an area the size of
Sweden, with Uluru at its centre.
Today the organisation offers cultural lessons via its dot-painting and punu-making
workshops (punu is a woodcarving practice, involving decoration with lines created
through a burn technique). It also performs ‘inma’ – meaning ceremonial dance and
song.
Participate in one of Maruku’s creative workshops, run by established, knowledgeable
and warm Aboriginal artists. Next, view its impressive array of art and wooden
sculpture in either the Maruku Arts Gallery inside the Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park
Cultural Centre, or at its market stall inside Yulara Village, the main accommodation
and restaurant hub for travellers to Uluru.

DETAILS
With a paintbrush in hand, sit down and create
your own artwork at a 1.5-hour Maruku Arts dotpainting workshop. Your Aboriginal artist guide,
aided by an interpreter, will lead you through the
beliefs guiding his or her art practice, including
the origins and meanings of recurring symbols
(the logo for Maruku Arts, for instance, denotes
sand dunes). During the workshop, you’ll also
discover a suite of art-making tools, learn a
handful of words in the artist’s Aboriginal
language and be invited to represent something
of personal significance within your own artwork
– while you paint alongside your host.
Workshops run all year round and take place
in the green and serene outdoor surrounds of
Yulara Village. These sessions are suited to all
ages, especially to kids and curious adults.
Maruku also invites visitors to book tailored tours
or programs, made up of offerings such as dance
ceremonies, bush medicine and woodcarving
workshops.

ABORIGINAL OWNED

+61 499 829 635
Cultural Centre, Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park, NT
dotpainting@maruku.com.au
maruku.com.au
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NITMILUK TOURS

Nitmiluk National Park, Katherine

OVERVIEW
Three hours southeast of Darwin lies a network of 13 gorges, through which snakes
the Katherine River flanked by sheer, towering cliffs. This is Nitmiluk National Park:
home to the Jawoyn people and a riot of rugged beauty. Here, rainbow bee-eaters dip
between trees, black cockatoos call from the air, and lacewing butterflies float beside
shaded rocks. Nitmiluk Tours, a 100 per cent Aboriginal-owned company, lets you enjoy
the best of Jawoyn country and culture via its smorgasbord of cruises, hikes, cave tours,
swims, canoeing trips and scenic helicopter flights – not to mention its accommodation
offerings, which include everything from a camping ground and cabins, through to
luxury lodge Cicada.
As with its more famous cousin Kakadu, Nitmiluk National Park also features a
swathe of Aboriginal rock art sites, some of which you can view on a gorge cruise,
while others lie in more tucked-away locations, such as at the end of the ‘Southern
Walks’ circuit – where scenery is so dramatic. Explore these art sites and more on a
multi-day walk; a sequence of campsites dotted along the trail will see you sleeping
above cavernous gorges and beside pristine waterholes.

DETAILS
Travelling en route to Nitmiluk, you’ll know you’re
almost there when the surrounding landscape
starts to rise, and the bush – littered with ochrecoloured boulders and termite mounds – morphs
into lofty escarpments.
Settle into the campground, a one- or twobedroom cabin, a safari tent (both close to a wellkept pool and deli-style eating area), or a room at
Cicada Lodge with all-inclusive fine-dining meals,
welcome drinks and evening canapés.
Your choice of activities is even more abundant.
Standouts include cultural cruises that focus on
Jawoyn customs, beliefs, and rock art sites, as
well as the helicopter flight, dinner cruise and
canoe trips. Also be sure to walk to the first
gorge lookout point for sunset or sunrise – or,
if you find yourself closer to Katherine, Nitmiluk
Tours also conducts guided walks through the
fascinating Cutta Cutta Caves.

ABORIGINAL OWNED

+61 8 8971 0877
25 Katherine Terrace, Katherine, NT
reservations@nitmiluktours.com.au
nitmiluktours.com.au
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SeaLink NT – Tiwi Islands
Darwin to Tiwi Islands

OVERVIEW
Famous for their art, sense of humour, and obsession with Australian Rules football,
the people of the Tiwi Islands provide a warm welcome to their remarkable home in the
Arafura Sea.
A day trip to the main island, Bathurst, on a Tiwi By Design Tour with SeaLink NT, is an
unforgettable way to get to know this unique Polynesian-influenced Aboriginal culture.
After a ferry ride on a high-speed catamaran, your Tiwi guides will take you on an easy
walking tour on which you’ll meet artists, make your own screen-printed textile, visit
a museum and a church with a difference, and discover what makes the Tiwi Islands
so special.
After a two-and-a-half-hour ride aboard a large, comfortable, high-speed ferry (with
air-conditioning, indoor and outdoor seating and a café), disembark on the beach at
Bathurst Island and meet your Tiwi guides.

DETAILS
A few minutes’ walk away from disembarking is
the Tiwi Design art centre, and a ‘Welcome to
Country’ ceremony. Totem dancers representing
the islands’ different skin groups will greet you,
and a smoking ceremony will drive away any
bad spirits.
After a demonstration of the famous Tiwi Island
screen-printing techniques, tea and damper is
served over a chat with the artists. Then it’s off to
the modest but remarkable Patakijiyali Museum,
established by Sister Anne Gardiner, who has
lived on Bathurst Island since 1953. It features
everything from canoes to an AFL Hall of Fame,
dedicated to the Tiwi Islanders who have gone
on to have footy careers on the mainland (like
most Tiwi residents, Sister Anne is a huge Aussie
Rules fan).
A visit to a church is next. Inside, behind its
white timber exterior, the church is brilliantly
decorated with Tiwi art; your guides will help
you understand how Catholicism and Tiwi culture
somehow manage to work together. Back at the
arts centre, after lunch, the artists will guide you
in making your own screen-printed textile.

+61 8 8981 2878
5/57 Marina Boulevard, Cullen Bay, NT
salesnt@sealink.com.au
sealinknt.com.au
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SEIT OUTBACK AUSTRALIA
Central Australia

OVERVIEW
Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park and its neighbouring lands hum with unsurpassed
splendour and spiritual energy – the latter owing to its multi-layered relationship with
Traditional Owners, the Anangu, whose ancestors have called the park home for 60,000
years. Run by locals Kathy and Brett Graham, SEIT specialises in small group tours
that enable travellers to gain comprehensive knowledge about the land’s Aboriginal
heritage via off-the-beaten-path experiences.
SEIT’s powerful Patji tour takes you beyond the main park’s boundaries to the
homelands of Uluru’s traditional family. Here, over afternoon tea, you’ll sit with
Aboriginal people to hear stories of their epic fight for land rights in Central Australia,
plus other intimate accounts of Aboriginal life in the region.
SEIT stands for Spirit, Emotion, Intellect and Task, outlining Kathy and Graham’s aim of
revealing to visitors – in a hands-on way – the outback’s spiritual heart, the emotion of
the desert, and the intellectual stimulation you’ll derive from in-depth learning about
this magical environment and its people.

DETAILS
Take a 4WD journey deep into the flourishing
desert with an Aboriginal guide on the sevenhour Patji tour, where you will accompany
Traditional Owners to their homelands south
of the Rock. Over afternoon tea, hear stories
detailing Paddy Uluru’s fight for Aboriginal
recognition in the park, as well as an overview
of centuries-old bush survival techniques. From
atop a private sand dune, complete your day with
an Uluru ‘must’: the witnessing of an exquisite,
multi-coloured sunset.
Tours can be taken in French, Spanish, German
and Italian, with recorded audio guides available
in these four languages, as well as in Russian
and Mandarin.

+ 61 8 8956 3156
Yulara Village, Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park, NT
bookings@seitoutbackaustralia.com.au
seitoutbackaustralia.com.au
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TOP DIDJ CULTURAL
EXPERIENCE & ART GALLERY
Katherine
OVERVIEW
Beyond its extraordinary natural surrounds – think gorges, sweeping waterfalls and
azure-toned hot springs – the town of Katherine, three hours south of Darwin, boasts
one of the richest and diverse Aboriginal heritages of the Top End. The region is home
to both the Jawoyn and Dagoman people, and ten years ago, local residents Alex and
Petrena Ariston noticed a dearth of hands-on ways for travellers to access these groups’
enchanting cultures. Their solution was to establish Top Didj Cultural Experience & Art
Gallery, the latter of which showcases outstanding Jawoyn and Dagoman work, as well
as that from Arnhem Land, the Kimberley and the Central Western Desert.
The popular Top Didj cultural experience, ideal for families and fun-seeking travellers,
is a 2.5-hour session led by charismatic Aboriginal artist, Manuel Pamkal. Enrich your
practical understanding of local customs, hunting practices and art-making over the
course of this uplifting morning or afternoon – and return home having painted your
own work of art. Top Didj Cultural Experience & Art Gallery is also a signatory of the
Indigenous Art Code, an ethical certification that defends Aboriginal artists’ right to
negotiate fair terms for their work.

+ 61 414 888 786
Corner of Gorge and Jaensch Road, Katherine, NT
sales@topdidj.com
topdidj.com
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DETAILS
Take in the plentiful art, didgeridoos, artefacts,
gifts and books in the Top Didj Art Gallery, before
joining a morning or afternoon Aboriginal artistled cultural experience. These begin at 9:30am
and 2:30pm over the dry season months from
May to October. Learn ‘bush knowledge’ skills
such as spear throwing and fire-lighting (using
sticks). Immerse yourself in Aboriginal song,
meet the gallery’s resident kangaroos, and
listen to your guide’s origin story – including
tales about growing up in the bush surrounding
Katherine. Finally, create your own artwork using
Aboriginal symbolism, illustration and storytelling techniques.

Venture North Safaris
Top End

OVERVIEW
With a passion for the Top End’s most remote and undisturbed parks, as well as
Aboriginal culture and small groups, Venture North is run by nature-loving brothers
Hugh and Aaron Gange and a swathe of exuberant guides. Showered in national tourism
awards, this safari outfit travels to Arnhem Land, Kakadu and the Cobourg Peninsula
in Garig Gunak Barlu National Park. The latter is virtually uninhabited and features a
rippling sequence of beaches with deeply cut cliffs, a profusion of marine life and a
profound connection to the area’s Aboriginal descendants. Importantly, Cobourg also
hosts Venture North’s exclusive bush bungalow campsite with views across the clearwater sea, plus rustic, comfortable rooms dotted among native foliage.
Design a private trip, or join a four- or five-day safari in luxury 4WD vehicles. The shorter
journey whisks you to Arnhem Land for a visit to the art-mad Aboriginal community of
Gunbalanya, where you’ll embark on a moving rock art tour with an Aboriginal guide.
Next, choose a hammock at the Cobourg campsite and explore the nearby marine park,
before returning to Kakadu to traverse its stone country and wetlands. The longer fiveday journey lets you linger longer in Kakadu, allowing time for a plunge into fantasylike waterholes in the southern part of the park.

DETAILS
All year round, travel with Venture North on a
private safari – a popular choice with couples
and families. Alternately, over dry season from
May to November, join a small group (between
two and six people) for a four- or five-day safari
from Darwin to unspoiled regions within Kakadu,
Arnhem Land and the Cobourg Peninsula (which
few tourists see, owing to Cobourg’s remoteness
and need for special permits from Aboriginal
Traditional Owners). Travel along the Arnhem
Highway to either Arnhem Land or Kakadu first,
depending on the length of your trip. In the
former location, an Aboriginal guide welcomes
you to a secluded art site and shares with you
Yolŋu culture; while in the second, you’ll discover
Ubirr, Barramundi Falls and Maguk, the latter
two of which are far-flung, water-filled jewels of
Kakadu. Arguably, however, Cobourg is the most
standout offering on a Venture North safari.
Here, time melts away, leaving you to simply
enjoy your private tranquil oasis, complete with
gourmet meals.

+61 8 8927 5500
Nightcliff, Darwin, NT
info@venturenorth.com.au
venturenorth.com.au
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Voyages Indigenous
Tourism Australia –
Ayers Rock Resort

Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park, Central Australia
OVERVIEW
Tucked behind sand dunes just beyond Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park – the geographic
and spiritual heart of Australia – rests Ayers Rock Resort. This accommodation and
cultural experience collective comprises five different stays and more than 65 tours.
The resort aims to provide you a restful base from which to explore this awe-inspiring
park and its famous monoliths (the 860-metre high Uluru and the lofty domes of
Kata Tjuta), as well as to connect you more fervently with the rich Aboriginal culture
and landscape of the Red Centre – the dreaming site of Uluru’s Traditional Owners, the
Anangu people.

DETAILS

Sink into luxury comfort at five-star stay Sails in the Desert, or wander native gardens
and enjoy views of the Rock at the 4.5-star Desert Gardens Hotel. Emu Walk Apartments
offer self-contained accommodation splashed with Aboriginal art, The Lost Camel
delivers modern comfort in a boutique hotel setting, while the Outback Pioneer Hotel
and the resort’s campground deliver rustic, bush-bound budget stays.

After settling into your Voyages accommodation,
dive deep into the park’s fascinating Aboriginal
culture with a Bush Yarn, an Aboriginal storytelling session; a Guided Garden Walk that will
introduce you to traditional foods and the
medicinal uses of native plants; or a Bush Tucker
Experience that shares with you local ingredients
and cooking techniques. Alternatively, let
traditional music stream through your stay with
a didgeridoo workshop, or chase a culture-meetsnature fix on an Anangu land conservation and
ecology tour.

Once inside the park, choose from one of the resort’s enticing adventures. Take a camel
ride into the sunset; meander through the lush greenery at Uluru’s base – viewing
rock art illustrating the site’s Creation stories as you walk; or dine under a canopy of
stars at a Sounds of Silence dinner, an atmosphere-laden evening of food, culture and
astronomy, held amid sand dunes and silent surrounds. Alternatively, book a Tali Wiru
experience to enjoy fine dining on a private dune under the Southern Desert sky with
magnificent views of Uluru and the distant domes of Kata Tjuta.

+61 2 8296 8010
Yulara Village, MacDonnell Region, NT
reservations@voyages.com.au
ayersrockresort.com.au
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Complete with a neighbouring airport, Ayers
Rock resort is based at Yulara, the park’s
accommodation village – a 30-minute drive from
the Uluru massif, and 50 minutes from sister
attraction Kata Tjuta. Inside Yulara, you’ll find a
supermarket, a post office, a village square, as
well as a cluster of tempting eateries, including a
noodle bar, cafe and pizza restaurant.

Owned by the Indigenous Land Corporation,
Voyages directs all its profits towards
supporting Aboriginal training and employment
across Australia.

SeaLink NT, Tiwi Islands, Northern Territory
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Dreamtime Dive & Snorkel, Queensland

Adventure North
Australia
Cairns
OVERVIEW
There’s no doubt that the landscapes you visit with Adventure North are impressive
– full-day and multi-day trips take you through the World Heritage-listed Daintree
Rainforest, to sacred Aboriginal beaches and ancient rock formations. But it’s the
stories you hear from Aboriginal guides along the way that will leave the greatest
impression.

DETAILS
Adventure North’s signature offering is the
Daintree Dreaming Tour, a journey designed
to help visitors understand and interpret the
rainforest the way its Aboriginal Custodians do.

Adventure North has been operating from Cairns and Port Douglas for over 15
years, working with Traditional Custodians of the land to create tours that are as
transformative as they are informative. Today, the company nurtures an innovative
partnership with the local Kuku Yalanji people – specialist experiences designed to give
you a greater appreciation for the region’s ancient cultures.

Touring options include guided walks through
the world’s oldest living rainforest through dense
mangroves to Cooya Beach, an important Kuku
Yalanji fishing ground – if you’ve ever wanted to
know how to spear fish, catch a crab or fossick
for bush tucker, now is your chance.

Go off-road in 4WDs to access some of the most important sights Tropical North
Queensland has to offer, including excursions to far-flung corners of the state in
partnership with Kubirri-Warra brothers Linc and Brandon Walker, who share their
knowledge of the environment and traditional foods while following in the footsteps
of their ancestors.

Tours also include Mossman Gorge to experience
a ‘Welcome to Country’ smoking ceremony
before exploring the rainforest ecosystem, past
waterfalls where native fauna thrives. You may
want to try your hand at Aboriginal art, with a
class at Janbal Gallery as a touring option.

+61 7 4047 9075
26 Redden Street, Cairns
info@adventurenorthaustralia.com
adventurenorthaustralia.com
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Culture Connect Australia
Cairns

OVERVIEW
Culture Connect offers fascinating Indigenous experiences in Tropical North Queensland,
including exclusive access to the rock-art-rich Normanby Station near Cooktown.
Culture Connect’s Roger de Vos says besides offering small-group tours departing
from Cooktown, Cairns and Port Douglas, the company can tailor tours that draw
upon a network of Indigenous operators and rangers throughout the region. Rock-art
enthusiasts, for instance, can tailor a Normanby tour that gives them more time and
access to otherwise-unseen galleries.
De Vos, who started working as a tour guide in Cairns in 1994, fell in love with tourism
and Indigenous culture as a teenager. He was inspired to start Culture Connect after
seeing how deeply guests connected with Traditional Owners and their stories while on
their land. “Traditional Owners also feel empowered getting their stories out there and
taking pride in sharing their culture with people,” he says.

+61 1300 794 175
Macnamara Street, Manunda, Queensland
info@cultureconnect.com.au
cultureconnect.com.au
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DETAILS
The two most popular ways to visit the
31,000-hectare Normanby Station are on
Culture Connect’s half-day Aboriginal Rock Art
Experience and the 4WD Aboriginal Rock Art
and Ranger full-day tour (both depart Cooktown
three times a week from April to November).
At the station, you’ll meet the Harrigan family,
born and bred cattlemen who are the traditional
owners of these Balnggarrawarra homelands.
After walking beside a creek with the Harrigan
brothers, guests come upon several galleries of
rock art. One features animals such as turtles,
dingoes and barramundi. Photography isn’t
permitted in some galleries, so guests are often
surprised when seeing the artwork for the first
time. “Goosebumps just appear because they
didn’t expect to see something so strong as far
as spirituality goes,” says de Vos. The full-day
tour also includes learning about the station’s
Indigenous ranger program that prevents soil
eroding into a river system that connects with
the Great Barrier Reef.
From Cairns and Port Douglas, other tours take
guests to Cooya Beach to hunt for food among
the mangroves and shallow waters with brothers
Linc and Brandon Walker. Guests can also do
an art workshop with renowned Kuku Yalanji
artist Brian “Binna” Swindley at Janbal Gallery
in Mossman.

Dreamtime Dive & Snorkel
Cairns

OVERVIEW
Dreamtime Dive & Snorkel combines a full-day Great Barrier Reef cruise with
Indigenous cultural storytelling from Traditional Owners with historical connections to
the sea country visited. The cruise offers a rare educational opportunity to explore the
reef with Traditional Owners whose north Queensland sea country stretches from the
Frankland Islands to Port Douglas.
Rangers from four Traditional Owner groups, the Gimuy Walubara Yidinji, Gunggandji,
Mandingalbay and Yirrganydji people, as well as Torres Strait Islanders, help guests
gain a deeper understanding of their traditional and cultural values in a relaxed, fun
atmosphere.
The land on which Cairns is situated was originally home to the Yirrganydji people.
Historically they are rainforest and coastal dwellers with an intimate knowledge of
their lands and waters, utilising resources from both environments for food, clothing
and essential needs.
On the way to visiting two outer reef sites, Dreamtime Indigenous rangers welcome
guests to the Sea Country and share Dreamtime stories including the Great Barrier
Reef Creation story. The Gimuy Walubara Yidinji Dreamtime story tells of a hunter
spearing a sacred stingray which infuriated the spirit of the ocean. The sacred stingray
flapped its wings making big waves and strong winds causing the sea to rise, and
the spirit of the ocean unleashed a ferocious storm that threatened to wipe out the
hunter’s tribe. His people heated up big rocks with fire and rolled these into the
ocean which formed a barrier to appease the spirit who subsequently calmed the sea.
The Great Barrier Reef was thus born. Rangers take guests on guided snorkel tours
through waters their hunter-gatherer ancestors knew intimately, through foraging
for barramundi and bream, catfish and cod, periwinkles and prawns. Guests learn
about the ancient relationships between people, marine creatures and the ecosystem
they’ve shared for tens of thousands of years. After a full day of water activities on the
reef, a cultural performance showcases Dreamtime stories as Calypso XII steams back
to Cairns.

DETAILS
Dreamtime Dive & Snorkel cruise was launched in
late 2018 by Reef Magic Cruises and Experience
Co. A celebration of north Queensland’s
Indigenous maritime heritage, it is the first –
and only – experience of its kind. Calypso XII
is adorned with Indigenous-themed custom
livery depicting the turtle, jellyfish, sea hawk
and stingray, all creatures of significance to
Indigenous sea people.
The cruise departs daily from Cairns and visits
two popular sites on the outer Great Barrier Reef.
First stop is Moore Reef, where Rangers take
guests on a guided snorkel tour, offering guests
an insight into the reef through the ancestors
of hunter and gatherer people whose livelihood
traditionally depended on a healthy, sustainable
ecosystem. Depending on weather conditions,
the second stop is at either Flynn or Milln Reef
for a sumptuous buffet lunch followed by more
snorkelling and diving opportunities.

+61 7 4030 7920
Reef Fleet Terminal, 1 Spence Street, Cairns, Qld
res@dreamtimedive.com.au
www.dreamtimedive.com
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Flames of the Forest
Port Douglas

OVERVIEW
A high-end dining experience, a unique insight into Aboriginal culture and a magical
setting in an ancient rainforest is a combination that results in an unforgettable
evening in Tropical Far North Queensland. The Flames of the Forest Aboriginal Cultural
Experience involves heading into the World Heritage-listed Wet Tropics rainforest for
a seven-dish banquet dinner served under a silk canopy illuminated by hand-made
crystal chandeliers. Cultural experiences are interwoven with the dinner, as your Kuku
Yalanji hosts share music, ceremony and storytelling, as well as inviting guests to
spend some time sitting quietly, listening to the sounds of the rainforest at night.
The food is modern Australian, locally sourced where possible, and features plenty of
bush tucker ingredients accompanied by Australian wines. Numbers are limited to 60
to ensure an intimate atmosphere and facilitate personal connections with your Kuku
Yalanji hosts. It all adds up to an extraordinary experience.

+61 7 4099 3966
29 Barrier Street, Port Douglas
experience@flamesoftheforest.com.au
flamesoftheforest.com.au
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DETAILS
After being picked up at your hotel, it’s a short
transfer (10 minutes from Port Douglas, 30
minutes from Palm Cove or 50 minutes from
Cairns) to your rainforest destination. Follow
the flame-lit path to the alfresco pre-dinner
drinks area for canapés and sparkling wine,
before one of your Kuku Yalanji hosts welcomes
you in the local language and invites you into
the forest to eat. Drinks – including Australian
wines – accompany the six-course dinner, which
is interspersed with music and storytelling,
including a fascinating insight into one of
the world’s oldest woodwind instruments, the
didgeridoo, how it arrived in North Queensland
and its cultural significance to the Kuku Yalanji
people. The whole experience lasts three hours
(plus transfers), which the organisers describe as
30 per cent rainforest, 30 per cent food, 30 per
cent culture and 10 per cent imagination.

Janbal Gallery
Mossman

OVERVIEW
Aboriginal-owned Janbal is a gallery first and foremost, but it offers so much more than
the chance to gaze at paintings on a wall. Celebrating 13 years in 2021, Janbal is the
creative concept of Brian “Binna” Swindley, an applauded artist who has been painting
for over 30 years. He was inspired to open the space by his mother, the late Shirley
“Janbal” Swindley, a talented artist in her own right.
Binna is driven by the goal of boosting visitor appreciation for Aboriginal art, not
to mention the Kuku Yalanji culture which makes Queensland’s Mossman region, 80
kilometres north of Cairns, so special. Binna’s and Shirley’s works are on display
throughout, depicting Dreamtime stories, Kuku Yalanji life, the animals of the Great
Barrier Reef and the rainforests of the Wet Tropics. The gallery is also a showcase
for important Aboriginal artefacts, including didgeridoos and jewellery hand-made by
artisans from across Far North Queensland.
Guests are encouraged to ask questions about the artists – Binna is passionate about
sharing his mother’s story and highlighting how important art is to sustaining local
culture. You’ll also be encouraged to get your hands dirty at Binna’s creative workshops.
Book an art class and you’ll not only learn about the dot techniques utilised in this part
of Queensland, you’ll also create your own painting to take home.

DETAILS
Binna’s art classes are designed to offer visitors
a deeper, more personal appreciation for
Australian Aboriginal culture. In his one-hour
workshop you’ll learn more about Binna’s creative
style, which blends contemporary elements with
traditional Aboriginal techniques. You’ll find out
how to mix and use ochre paints, and decode the
stories Aboriginal artists tell through their work.
You’ll then be handed your own brush and
paints to create an original artwork inspired by
your visit. Choose your medium, whether it’s a
boomerang or canvas, and then use traditional
patterns and forms to create your Mossman
masterpiece to take home.
If you’re keen to linger and learn more about
Kuku Yalanji art, Binna also offers longer tailored
workshops which give you the chance to express
your creativity on larger canvases or on small
matchbox seeds that will test your coordination
and concentration.

ABORIGINAL OWNED

+61 7 4098 3917
5 Johnston Road, Mossman
info@janbalgallery.com.au
janbalgallery.com.au
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Jarramali Rock Art Tours
Laura

OVERVIEW
Kuku Yalanji man Johnny Murison was working as a carpenter when he and a cousin
made an astonishing discovery while out bush in northern Queensland. “We were fourwheel driving, chasing rock art, and when we found this gallery we were like, ‘Whoa,
this is awesome’,” recalls Murison. “Because of the location of this particular gallery,
we were like, ‘Mate, this would rival Kings Canyon [in central Australia], flamin’ Arnhem
Land and the Kimberley. We’ve got a crown jewel right here.’”
So inspired was Murison by the discovery, he decided right then and there to launch
a tourism venture. Jarramali Rock Art Tours started in 2016 to showcase the so-called
“Magnificent Gallery” of the Quinkan rock art, thought by archaeologists to be some
20,000 years old.
The multi-dimensional journey to reach the gallery is usually aboard Murison’s “beast”,
a 4WD that can seat 11 passengers. Along the way, he points out highlights such as the
pick-axe marks left by the men who hacked this coach road from difficult country and
tells Dreaming stories about how the landscape was created.
As for the Quinkan rock art, expect to see “every dietary item” depicted on the
sandstone walls, along with female ancestral bodies, lore men and medicine men. The
animal figures include crocodiles, kangaroos, emus, echidnas, barramundi, catfish and
birds. “I can show you the whole structure of our society by looking at that gallery,”
says Murison.

+61 402 805 821
Mulligan Highway, Laura, Queensland
jarramalienterprises@gmail.com
jarramalirockarttours.com.au
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DETAILS
Travel by 4WD along the historic Maytown-Laura
Old Coach Road to reach Magnificent Gallery – a
rich depository of ancient rock art. Those with
their own 4WD can tag along from Laura on a
day-trip but the key experience is the overnight
camping tour that includes gathering around the
campfire to listen to the didgeridoo as dinner
roasts over the coals.
After the sun rises over the escarpment,
showcasing a view that resembles “a mini-Grand
Canyon”, a bush breakfast is cooked on the
campfire. On the way back to Cairns and Port
Douglas, take a break from bumping along one
of Australia’s “gnarliest” roads to enjoy a swim in
crystal-clear waters.
The road is impassable during the wet season but
the gallery is accessible year-round on Jarramali’s
helicopter tours.
Available May to October, Jarramali’s newest tour
offering, Emmarli, combines country, culture,
and nature with massage, yoga and meditation.
Experience sunrise yoga at Jarramali’s camp at
Laura, on this 2-night 3-day tour or a massage
out in the open with breathtaking views of the
sandstone escarpments.

ABORIGINAL OWNED

Pamagirri Aboriginal
Experience at Rainforestation
Nature Park
Kuranda
OVERVIEW
If you’re keen on learning to throw a boomerang or want to see a didgeridoo or spear
throwing presentation, Cairns’ Pamagirri Aboriginal Experience at Rainforestation
Nature Park is the place to come. Set amid 40 hectares of World Heritage-listed
rainforest, a 30-minute drive north of Cairns city, this eco-friendly, family-owned
nature park has called the jungle home since 1974.
The Pamagirri Aboriginal Experience provides an in-depth look into authentic
Indigenous culture. During the activity, you’ll enjoy a traditional Indigenous dance in a
rainforest amphitheatre, where the tropical trees, vines and flora act as the theatre’s
living walls.

DETAILS
On the Pamagirri Aboriginal Experience, local
Indigenous Pamagirri guides welcome you to
discover the Dreamtime and learn about the
fascinating customs and ancient traditions that
are kept alive in the rainforest of Kuranda, in
Tropical North Queensland. Attend a traditional
dance performance and learn about different
aspects of Aboriginal culture including important
plants and animals as well as hunting and
gathering techniques.
Take the 30-minute Dreamtime Walk along a
boardwalk modelled on the Rainbow Serpent
then spend time in the Pamagirri Cultural Centre.
Try your hand at boomerang throwing – it’s not
as easy as it looks – and talk to Pamagirri guides
about the didgeridoo.

+61 7 4085 5008
Kennedy Highway, Kuranda
res@rainforest.com.au
rainforest.com.au
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Spirits of the Red Sand
Beenleigh

OVERVIEW
The history of Australia’s traditional landowners is revived and retold at Aboriginalowned Spirits of the Red Sand in an immersive 2.5-hour live ‘roving theatre’ experience
depicting Aboriginal and British relations in Queensland in the 1800s.
Located at Beenleigh, halfway between Brisbane and the Gold Coast, Spirits of the Red
Sand’s roving evening performance involves following the performers around to various
set locations to get a feel for the different experiences the Aboriginal community
endured during the early years of British colonisation. The drama and intrigue is
heightened by the show’s talented actors, their characters inspired by real people and
based on true events that changed the course of history for Aboriginal communities
in Queensland.
The story is narrated by Jarrah, the only surviving member of three Aboriginal brothers,
who reveals his family’s encounter with colonial settlers and tells the stories of passion,
humility and triumph that developed along the way. It’s an intimate and moving
experience that will leave you with a greater appreciation for traditional customs and
changing beliefs among the state’s Aboriginal community, and how colonisation has
impacted their lives today.
The daytime ‘Welcome to Country Aboriginal Experience’ offers an interactive discovery
into traditional Aboriginal life including ancient ceremonies and traditions; interactive
cultural stations and a bush-tucker walk.

DETAILS
There are few opportunities to learn about
Queensland’s Aboriginal community that are
quite as comprehensive, and at times confronting,
as Spirits of the Red Sand, a show based on reallife Aboriginal encounters with the British as told
by passionate, and talented, actors.
Located at Beenleigh, halfway between Brisbane
and the Gold Coast, Spirits of the Red Sand’s
roving evening performance involves following
the performers around to various set locations
to get a feel for the different experiences the
Aboriginal community endured during the early
years of British colonisation: your evening might
begin in a 19th-century church before moving to
an Aboriginal village and then to a jail.
As part of the two-and-a-half hour show, you’ll
also enjoy a barbecue dinner where you can
mingle with the actors, hear their stories and
learn more about their experiences in this part
of the state.
Spirits of the Red Sand also offers unique
cultural experiences for groups including cruise
and cultural education experiences, cultural
awareness programs, functions and event space.

ABORIGINAL OWNED
+61 7 3801 8198
205 Main Street, Beenleigh
enquiries@spiritsredsand.com
spiritsredsand.com
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Voyages Indigenous
Tourism Australia
- Mossman Gorge Centre

Mossman
OVERVIEW

There’s something incredibly spiritual about Mossman Gorge, a place where the
Kuku Yalanji people have lived for centuries amid the World Heritage-listed Daintree
Rainforest; and where cool streams and soaring mountains are only outshone by
the drama of the gorge itself. Twenty minutes’ drive north of Port Douglas, it’s also
a pilgrimage site for the many who come here to feel both humbled by history, and
insignificant – but in a good way.
This part of the southern Daintree is one of the most complex ecosystems on the
planet; just one hectare of the 120,000-hectare forest can contain more than 30,000
species of plants and animals. About 500 types of native Australian plants grow here,
creating the perfect home for a diverse range of fauna, including one-third of the
country’s mammal species such as unique green possums, tree kangaroos and the rare
antechinus (a marsupial mouse).
It’s easy to understand why the region is so important to Aboriginal Australians, who
traditionally relied on the diversity of the plants and animals for sustenance. You’ll
learn all about the ecosystems the Kuku Yalanji use for food and medicine, as well as
the traditions that tie them to the land, on the Mossman Gorge Centre’s guided walks,
which are led by Aboriginal guides.

DETAILS
The 90-minute Ngadiku Dreamtime Walk
begins with a traditional smoking ceremony to
welcome you to the land and ward off bad spirits.
Afterwards, wandering along gentle tracks under
a canopy of ancient trees, you’ll visit Aboriginal
bark shelters and other culturally significant
sites with plenty of stories about why they are
considered important.
You’ll learn which plants you can eat, which you
should avoid and which can be used as medicine,
and will also pick up new skills, such as how to
make bush soap and create ochre paints for body
and face decoration. The guided experience ends
with bush tea and damper, but don’t let that
stop you from jumping in a waterhole to cool off
before catching a shuttle bus back to the centre.

The Aboriginal-owned centre not only has a cafe, gallery and information booth, but
it is also the starting point for the signature Ngadiku Dreamtime Walks. Ngadiku
means “stories and legends from long ago” in local Kuku Yalanji language, and that’s
exactly what you can expect on this memorable exploration, as you stroll through the
rainforest.

+61 7 4099 7000
212r Mossman Gorge Road, Mossman
walk@mossmangorge.com.au
mossmangorge.com.au
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Walkabout Cultural
Adventures
Port Douglas, Mossman Gorge,
Daintree Rainforest
OVERVIEW
Walkabout Cultural Adventures’ owner Juan Walker has been guiding tours through
Tropical North Queensland for more than 15 years, but his link to the land extends back
much longer than that – Kuku Yalanji have lived here for tens of thousands of years.
Walker’s parents and grandparents (and many generations before them) were born in
the region – he will point out where – making this area a deeply personal, and deeply
sacred, part of the world for his mob. And he grew up here learning ancestral hunting
and gathering techniques, and myths and legends of the land.
It’s this intimate connection with the community and the decades’ worth of accumulated
Dreamtime stories, that make Walker the ideal guide for tours highlighting the Daintree
Rainforest, Cape Tribulation, Mossman and Cooya Beach.
Walker offers half-day, full-day and private journeys – whichever you choose, you’ll find
yourself immersed in Kuku Yalanji traditions. You’ll cruise mangroves scanning for mud
crabs in tidal flats, you’ll forage for pipis in the shallows, and you’ll learn how to throw
a spear to catch your next meal.

DETAILS
Small groups of no more than 11 mean that
Walkabout Adventures’ Full Day Ngana Kulki
Dungay tour through the Daintree and Cape
Tribulation is intimate and informative. You’ll
cover a lot of ground with your guide, enjoying
easy ambles through the world’s oldest living
rainforest and sampling bush tucker as you go,
discovering where two World Heritage sites meet
– the Wet Tropics Rainforest and the Great Barrier
Reef – and learning about the environment and
wildlife from an Aboriginal perspective. You may
wish to cool off in one of the freshwater streams.
Walker’s Full Day Ngana Julaymba Dungay
experience visits similar forest and coastal
grounds as the Ngana Kulki Dungay tour, but it
is more interactive. Expect to collect shellfish
and learn how traditional landowners catch
mud crabs; get tips on hunting practices and
how to use a spear; and pick plants and flowers
with advice on which you can eat and which you
should throw away. There are plenty of stories,
as well as a lunch and the chance to swim in a
freshwater stream at the end of the day.
If you’re pressed for time, Walker also operates
half-day (four-hour) versions of both tours,
minus lunch.

+61 429 478 206
Tours depart from Port Douglas, Mossman and Daintree accommodation
juan@walkaboutadventures.com.au
www.walkaboutadventures.com.au
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Walkabout Cultural Adventures, Queensland
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Wilpena Pound Resort, South Australia

Wilpena Pound Resort

Ikara-Flinders Ranges National Park,
Flinders Ranges
OVERVIEW
If you want to understand the outback, the Flinders Ranges is a good place to start. They
may not be easy to reach, lying 430 kilometres (six hours’ drive) north of Adelaide, but
the few intrepid travellers that head here find themselves enchanted by this ancient,
unmistakeably Australian landscape.
Make sure your camera batteries are charged: the Flinders Ranges are endlessly
photogenic, with sheer escarpments and narrow gorges, lilac-tinged sunrises and
blazing sunsets, and adorable residents. You’ll likely spot rock wallabies hopping amid
the boulders; you’ll almost definitely see emus racing alongside the road.
The centrepiece of this dramatic landscape is Wilpena Pound, an extraordinary
800-million-year-old natural amphitheatre that is part of the homeland of the
Adnyamathanha, or Yura, people. Wilpena Pound Resort, the only accommodation within
the Ikara-Flinders Ranges National Park, is owned and operated by the Adnyamathanha
people, which makes it a great place to explore Aboriginal culture.

DETAILS
The Sacred Canyon Yura Mulka Cultural Walk is
an easy to moderate 2km walk to Sacred Canyon,
a significant site to the Adnyamathanha people.
Walk along a dry riverbed to an Aboriginal
engraving site where your guide will explain
the cultural significance of the site and the
ancient rock engravings from the perspective
of the Traditional Owners. Only appropriate
Adnyamathanha community members can share
Adnyamathanha stories, and Sacred Canyon is
only accessible with an Adnyamathanha guide.
This 2-hour daily walk operates year-round.

Activities range from fossil hunting in the area’s canyons to visiting ancient rock art
sites. All fitness levels are catered for, although you will need to be comfortable walking
on uneven ground. During local school holidays, the resort runs a special children’s
program. You can choose from a range of accommodation options, from hotel rooms
and safari-style tents to no-frills powered or unpowered campsites.

+61 8 8648 0048
Wilpena Road, Via Hawker
reservations@wilpenapound.com.au
wilpenapound.com.au
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wukalina Walk, Tasmania

wukalina Walk

Bay of Fires, north-east Tasmania

OVERVIEW
Spend four days exploring some of the most beautiful beaches in the country and three
nights in bespoke luxury while gaining a deeper understanding of the palawa culture of
north-east Tasmania on this guided walk across the magnificent coastal landscape of the
larapuna (Bay of Fires) and wukalina (Mt William) area.
The only group of humans to evolve in isolation for over 10,000 years, the culture and
heritage of the palawa people is distinctly different from mainland Aboriginal cultures.
Using the landscape as a museum, you’ll meet palawa Elders, hear Creation stories and
learn about traditional medicines and foods, feast on mutton bird, wallaby and doughboy
dumplings – as well as plenty of seafood and some of Tasmania’s finest wines. In the
afternoon and evening, while you rest weary feet, try your hand at kelp and reed basketmaking, learn how to belt out a rhythm on the clap sticks, or pull up a chair around the
fire pit beneath a star-filled sky.
Expect to see plenty of kangaroos, wallabies, wombats and possums, lots of birdlife
including black swans, sea eagles and arctic terns, and, if you are lucky, whales and
dolphins in the sea from lookouts along the way. Combining culture, nature and luxury,
the walk offers a new perspective on one of Australia’s most scenic landscapes.

DETAILS
The four-day guided walk covers around 35
kilometres. Although much of the track is on the
beach it’s still reasonably strenuous, and you’ll
be carrying all your personal belongings in a
backpack, but nights are spent in luxurious style
with two nights glamping in domed sleeping
pods that replicate the shape of the shelters
traditionally used by local palawa. There are
shared bathrooms and hot showers. The third
night is spent in the beautifully renovated
Lighthouse Keepers Cottage beneath the
35-metre-high lighthouse at larapuna/Eddystone
Point. Tours include guides, accommodation,
meals and Tasmanian wines, use of a 40-litre
backpack and wet weather gear, but are not
suitable for children younger than 12. Walking
season is October through to April and tours
depart from the centre of Launceston.

ABORIGINAL OWNED

+61 447 244 727
163 St John Street, Launceston
admin@wukalinawalk.com.au
wukalinawalk.com.au
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Royal Botanic Gardens Melbourne, Victoria

Koorie Heritage Trust
Melbourne

OVERVIEW
Visitors looking to experience Aboriginal Australia within an urban setting should
look no further than Melbourne’s Koorie Heritage Trust. With a prominent location at
Federation Square in the heart of the city, the not-for-profit trust offers several ways
to gain insight into how Aboriginal people in Victoria once practised their culture in
this area and how they continue to keep it alive today.
Drop in to browse the museum-style collection, which includes oral histories,
photography, historic and contemporary art, objects such as boomerangs, possum
skin cloaks and eel traps, and ancient stone tools. The trust also offers incredibly
informative walking tours, led by an Indigenous guide who shares not only the city’s
Aboriginal history, but something of their own story, too.

DETAILS
The one-hour Birrarung Wilam (River Camp)
Walk heads from Federation Square to the
banks of the Yarra River. Rob Hyatt, the trust’s
cultural education manager, says, “When we
walk alongside the river, we talk about its
history, what the traditional landscape looked
like and how Aboriginal people lived in the area,
the impact of colonisation on the land itself
and on the people.” Walkers continue to the
Birrarung Wilam art installation that celebrates
the physical and spiritual connection between
Indigenous people and place.
The longer Scar Tree Walk (1.5 to two hours)
includes this route, then continues to the William
Barak Bridge that connects Birrarung Marr (an
8.3-hectare park) and Yarra Park. Barak, born
into the Wurundjeri clan, was a 19th-century
leader and artist who worked to bridge the divide
between European settlers and the country’s
original inhabitants. “He was probably one of
Australia’s first Aboriginal activists,” says Hyatt.
At the Melbourne Cricket Ground, known as
the MCG, participants will see the scar trees,
“a culturally protected site and remnants of
Aboriginal occupation prior to Europeans
arriving in the Melbourne area”. The area was
traditionally a ceremonial ground and Aboriginal
Elders still practise ceremony at the MCG during
major events such as the AFL grand final with a
Welcome to Country.

ABORIGINAL OWNED

+61 3 8662 6300
Yarra Building, Federation Square, Melbourne
info@koorieheritagetrust.com
koorieheritagetrust.com.au
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Royal Botanic Gardens
Melbourne
Melbourne
OVERVIEW
The picnickers who unfurl a blanket under a shady tree in verdant Melbourne’s Royal
Botanic Gardens may not realise it, but they are continuing an ancient tradition. Long
before the Royal Botanic Gardens Melbourne were established in 1846, these lands
were used as a camping and meeting place by the local Boon wurrung and Woi wurrung
people.
It has been a long time since warriors hunted emus or wallabies here, or fished for
eels in the river, but the culture and practices of the first Australians have not been
forgotten. To learn more about the traditions that have been passed down through
countless generations, you can join the daily Aboriginal Heritage Walk. Much more
than just a stroll through the gardens, this walking tour explores the ways that spirit,
connection and land intertwine in Aboriginal culture.

+61 3 9252 2300
Visitors Centre, Birdwood Ave, South Yarra
rbg@rbg.vic.gov.au
rbg.vic.gov.au
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DETAILS
The 90-minute experience starts with a
traditional smoking ceremony, after which your
Aboriginal guide will introduce you to some of
the native flora still found in the area. You will
learn about which plants make for good eating
and which can soothe insect stings, as well as
discovering the stories and traditions of the
area’s original inhabitants. Indeed you’ll never
look at native plants the same way, after your
guide reveals the many inventive uses that the
Boon wurrung people found for the flora that
surrounded them. More than just a source of
food, plants were used in a multitude of ways: as
medicines, as bandages, and to make tools and
weapons. The leaves of lomandra longifolia, for
instance, were used to weave dillybags, while
the nectar from the banksia flower was used to
make a sweet drink. Understanding which plants
were best suited for which purpose, and when
was the best time to harvest them, was essential
knowledge for Australia’s earliest inhabitants.

Worn Gundidj
@ Tower Hill

Tower Hill Wildlife Reserve
OVERVIEW
There are plenty of natural wonders to marvel at along the Great Ocean Road, Australia’s
most scenic drive. Its deserted beaches, lush rainforest and cascading waterfalls are all
justly famous, but one of its best-kept secrets is Tower Hill Wildlife Reserve, near the
town of Warrnambool.
Set dramatically within a volcanic crater, this reserve – which was the first national
park in the state of Victoria – is known as a wonderful place to get up close with the
local wildlife. In fact, if you want to tick some of Australia’s remarkable animals off your
list, you have come to the right place: expect to see not just koalas and kangaroos, but
also wallabies, emus, echidnas, possums and sugar gliders, as well as approximately
160 different species of bird.
However, a visit to Tower Hill is as much about cultural history as it is about natural
history. Artefacts show that Aboriginal people have lived in the area for at least
30,000 years, right back to the days when violent volcanic explosions reshaped the
landscape. Today the local Aboriginal cooperative, WG Enterprises, runs walking tours
that introduce visitors to the area’s colourful past, and also serve as an introduction to
Aboriginal culture.

DETAILS
Ever wanted to try your hand at throwing a
returning boomerang? That is just one of the
skills you may pick up on these 90-minute walking
tours, led by members of the Gunditjmara Nation.
Each guide delivers a slightly different tour, but
you will have the chance to examine artefacts
from axe handles to possum cloaks and perhaps
enjoy a didgeridoo performance, as well as
getting an introduction to local bush foods. There
will also be the opportunity to learn more about
the area’s many histories, from the turbulent
forces that shaped its geology to the Aboriginal
era, right through to European settlement.

+61 3 5565 9202
Tower Hill Lake, Tower Hill
admin@worngundidj.org.au
towerhill.org.au
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Kooljaman at Cape Leveque, Western Australia

Borrgoron Coast to
Creek Tours
Dampier Peninsula
OVERVIEW
Oysters rarely taste sweeter than when they’re cooked using the fierce heat of
foraged spinifex, making them pop open while they’re still attached to the salty
rocks. Skilfully tapping nature’s bounty is just one part of Aboriginal Custodian Terry
Hunter’s Borrgoron Coast to Creek Tours. During his two-hour walk, you’ll also explore
Terry’s Bardi Jawi homeland, kneeling on a beach to scoop up fresh spring water in the
most unlikely of places. You’ll learn that fresh waterholes are not the only curiosity
the world’s largest tropical tides uncover; there’s unusual marine life too, including
species that are yet to be classified. You’ll get an insight into the way life revolves
around the rhythmic tidal movements, and how Aboriginal people used them to travel
remarkable distances on mangrove rafts.
While exploring the edges of the remote pearl farm that Bardi man Terry grew up on,
you’ll also discover that Aboriginal people have prized pearl shell for some 22,000
years, long before global trade transformed this stretch of coastline. Terry’s vast
pearling knowledge reveals the roles Indigenous people played in the industry along
with his own family’s involvement in its chequered past, from “blackbirding” to shell
diving and now, pearl grading. As he leads you through mangroves and scrub, plucking
leaves used for bush medicine, the energetic guide also laughs about the childhood
adventures and tin shed schooling he shared with his best mate James Brown, who’s
now the managing director of Cygnet Bay Pearl Farm and Pearls of Australia.

DETAILS
It’s an adventure just getting to Cygnet Bay Pearl
Farm, 220km north of Broome on the red tip of
the remote Dampier Peninsula, part of Western
Australia’s ruggedly beautiful Kimberley region.
Here you’ll meet your guide Terry Hunter for
his informative two-hour walking experience.
Tours depart regularly during the season (April
to October) but departure times depend on
tides and vary daily; check the website for the
upcoming schedule.
The tour is not strenuous, but a reasonable
level of fitness and agility is recommended
to navigate rocky and sandy areas, as well
as mangroves, creeks and tidal flats. Sun
protection (hat, sunscreen, and sunglasses)
is essential and enclosed shoes (such as reef
shoes) are recommended. Drinking water
(bring a reusable bottle) is included. Questions
are enthusiastically invited throughout the
interactive experience. There is accommodation,
a restaurant and swimming pool on the pearl
farm.

ABORIGINAL OWNED

+61 8 9192 4283
The Kimberley, WA
reception@cygnetbay.com.au
cygnetbaypearlfarm.com.au/borrgoron-coast-to-creek-tours
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DALE TILBROOK EXPERIENCES
Swan Valley and Perth

OVERVIEW
With Dale Tilbrook, a Wardandi Bibbulmun woman, enjoy an encyclopedic and
captivating deep dive into Aboriginal food, culture and art with an emphasis on bush
tucker and the use of plant and animal resources as food and medicine. Dale shares a
lifetime of knowledge and research on how food is our medicine and medicine is our
food although some plants are specifically medicine.
During Dale’s two signature experiences you’ll get to sample bush food and learn many
interesting facts about the nutritional profile of Aboriginal food and medicine plants.
She will take you on a hands-on journey to learn that the popular Kakadu plum has the
highest vitamin C content of any fruit in the world, lemon myrtle is rich in calcium
and endemic wattleseed is exceptionally high in protein, iron and zinc. During the
bush tucker talk and tastings Dale always has a huge range of bush tucker to try like
quandongs, native finger limes, muntries, salty grapes, native spinach, saltbush and
other herbs and spices. Bush herbs are added to kangaroo and emu to provide extra
flavour.
Dale also reveals some remarkable insights into Aboriginal food traditions such as
how local groups used to practice agriculture in the form of yam farms combined
with sustainable hunting and gathering along the Swan River; moving across the land
according to the Noongar six seasons. In the Aboriginal Art and Dreamtime Stories
experience, the history of Aboriginal art and dot painting is explored and participants
create their own piece to take home. Dale’s storytelling skills come to the fore
when she delves into local history and culture that introduces visitors to
everything from kinship systems and marriage laws to the best way to cook a goanna
(an Australian lizard).

+61 411 112 450
10070 West Swan Road, Henley Brook, WA
manager@maalinup.com.au
daletilbrookexperiences.com.au
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DETAILS
As Dale is passionate about Australian bush
foods, where to find it and what to do with it,
allow at least 1.5 to 2 hours for the Bush Tucker
Talk and Tastings when you visit the bush food
garden and sample some superb local flavours,
from kangaroo cooked with bush tomato,
pepperberry, wattle seed and native basil, to
sweet quandong jam tarts with cream. Allow
the same amount of time for the Bush Tucker
and Wellbeing experience in which Dale reveals
some remarkable insights into the nutritional
and healing properties of Australian native food
and medicine plants. The Aboriginal Art and
Dreamtime Stories and Local History and Culture
experiences last 1.5 hours. Meet in the Swan
Valley at Maalinup Aboriginal Gallery or Dale can
meet you at your location. The Bush Tucker Talk
and Tasting is also available at Mandoon Estate
Winery.

ABORIGINAL OWNED

Go Cultural Aboriginal
Tours & Experiences
Perth
OVERVIEW
When you gaze at ‘Goomup’ (Elizabeth Quay’s) glittering riverside playground in central
Perth, you see pedestrian walkways, metropolitan eateries and towering buildings of
shiny glass and steel. But Noongar guide Walter McGuire sees sacred sites, ancient
campgrounds and a vast network of forgotten lakes.
The stories and traditions of Walter’s people and their Whadjuk lands have been passed
down over generations, and he passes them on to you during his short walking tours
of Perth’s inner city. As he peels back the layers of the urban landscape, you’ll learn of
the six seasons observed by Aboriginal people, and how they relate to the edible herbs
and fruits still growing throughout the city surrounds. At ‘Goologoolup’ (Yagan Square)
you’ll learn about prominent local Aboriginal leaders of the Noongar nation and their
heroic stories. At ‘Karrgatup’ (Kings Park) you will learn of the hill’s intriguing past and
spiritual significance to Noongar People beginning with a Noongar welcome and ochre
ceremony.
On ‘Wadjemup’ (Rottnest Island) learn about its intriguing past and spiritual
significance to Noongar People through song, storytelling and a smoking ceremony.

DETAILS
The Perth waterfront’s flat, walkable space
is easily accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Likewise, the walks in Karrgatup and on
Wadjemup are relatively flat. Goomup and Digital
Tower at Goologoolup are the departure points
for the walking tours in the Perth CBD.
The tours on Wadjemup depart from the Rottnest
Island Visitor Centre on Wadjemup.
For those craving greater immersion, there’s
also a three-hour extended cultural tour which
includes hands-on elements such as paint making
using natural ochres and handling hunting
weapons and other traditional implements.

ABORIGINAL OWNED

Throughout his experiences Walter shares Dreaming legends that teach you what to
be careful of and how to live well, and he helps you understand how these spiritual
Creation stories connect Aboriginal people with their country.

+61 459 419 778
Elizabeth Quay, Geoffrey Bolton Avenue, Perth
info@gocultural.com.au
gocultural.com.au
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Kingfisher Tours
Kununurra

OVERVIEW
Searching the cornflower blue ocean for turtles and dugongs, darting behind thundering
waterfalls to find rock art depictions of spirits hidden in caves, and sharing traditional
Dreaming stories while wandering between rock domes weathered into unusual shapes
over millennia, are all just a few popular pastimes of the Aboriginal people of Western
Australia’s Kimberley region. And with Kingfisher Tours you can enjoy these cultural
experiences – and much more – on a journey through this extraordinary landscape led
by a Traditional Custodian.
This is the state’s northernmost corner – there are few paved roads into its spectacular
wilderness, so accessing the Kimberley’s many attractions can be tricky. But Kingfisher
Tours makes it easy. After being whisked into the region on one of the most scenic
flights you may ever experience, your small plane will be met with expert Aboriginal
guides, 4WD vehicles and, on the coast, a 20-metre (60-foot) sailing yacht. A traditional
Welcome to Country ceremony marks the start of your interactive experience before
you head off to discover the World Heritage-listed wonders of the Bungle Bungle Range,
gape at the power of the four-tiered Punamii-Uunpuu (Mitchell Falls) flowing through
a sandstone gorge, and weave through the remote islands that dot the ruggedly
beautiful Kalumburu Coast. All the while, you’ll be gaining a deeper understanding of
this remarkable place as well as its people, wildlife and the immense passage of time
etched into every crevice of the dramatic landscape.

+61 8 9168 2718
Shop 2/20 Messmate Way, Kununurra, WA
fly@kingfishertours.com.au
kingfishertours.com.au
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DETAILS
Kingfisher Tours only uses local Aboriginal guides
on its small-group land and sea tours across
Western Australia’s Kimberley region; Traditional
Custodians may also join scenic flights to provide
commentary, if arranged in advance. Ranging
from day trips to multi-day expeditions, tours
explore Purnululu National Park (home to the
iconic Bungle Bungle Range), Punamii-Uunpuu,
and the Kalumburu Coast, typically departing
from Kununurra, Broome or Darwin. Custom
tours are also available, as are other Kimberley
departure points, by prior arrangement.
Sun protection (hat, sunscreen, sunglasses) is
essential for all tours, and enclosed walking
shoes are recommended. Reusable water bottles
are provided and all meals and drinks, featuring
local produce and bush foods, are supplied. Luxe
accommodation is included in multi-day tours,
which can be extended upon request; Kingfisher’s
Tropic Rover yacht can also be chartered for
overnight stays and cruises. Tours run April to
September.

Kooljaman at Cape Leveque
Kimberley region

OVERVIEW
Perched on the far northern tip of Western Australia’s saffron-hued Dampier Peninsula,
Kooljaman has long been used as a place to reconnect, both with your inner self and
with the country’s Aboriginal culture. Found on a 4WD-only road, its remote location,
bordered by dramatic ocean tides that sweep up a trio of pale, sandy beaches, grants
a palpable sense of calm and stillness. That sensation is deepened each evening, when
sunset illuminates the ancient land’s weathered ochre cliffs until they glow.
The Bardi Jawi people, who own and run the solar-powered wilderness retreat, draw you
to nature with mud-crabbing and fish-trapping adventures – you’ll squeal and laugh
at once as you learn the traditional techniques and catch your next meal. Traditional
Owners also lead outback walks rich in teachings about the bounty of the native bush,
much of which is edible and medicinal, encouraging you to perceive your surroundings
in a whole new way.
The brilliant onsite Raugi’s Restaurant will lure you from the rustic comfort of oceanfacing cabins, or large, hillside safari tents blessed with far-reaching views. Kooljaman’s
basic but comfortable, self-contained facilities – minus wifi-connectivity – might just
make you want to give everyday life a miss and stay forever.

DETAILS
The cultural and nature-based experiences at
Kooljaman range from four-hour coastal walks
through mangroves, where you meet local
Aboriginal people and learn how to source fresh
water from the land, to a day’s fishing cruise
to Sunday Island, where Traditional Owners will
show you an old mission settlement and tell
stories over billy tea.
There are also one-hour local heritage talks
peppered with personal insights into language
and culture given by an Aboriginal Elder, or park
ranger talks given by a Bardi Jawi local presiding
over the area’s precious environment.
In addition, two local characters, Brian Lee and
Bundy, hold separate, highly recommended
Aboriginal tour experiences. With your own
4WD, notoriously cheeky Brian encourages your
fishing and mud-crabbing skills, later cooking
up your catch on the fire with other bush tucker
finds. Bundy introduces you to his family and
shares spear-making techniques, or takes you
fishing by dusk. Additional tour options include
a Horizontal Falls Day tour and a Thousand Island
Adventure Cruise.

+61 8 9192 4970
PMB 8, Cape Leveque
reservations@kooljaman.com.au
kooljaman.com.au
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koomal dreaming
Margaret River

OVERVIEW
Expect your skin to prickle as the rolling warble of the didgeridoo fills Ngilgi Cave’s
natural amphitheatre. Of all Koomal Dreaming’s deeply moving experiences in the
winemaking heartland of Margaret River, this is the one that people repeatedly single
out, often describing it as “an awakening”. There are other thrills to be had, though;
perhaps from learning the art of rubbing sticks together to make fire, or savouring
kangaroo meat seared by flames, with tangy native herbs in a tranquil bush setting.
Wadandi man and guide Josh Whiteland has an ability to reframe your understanding
of Australia. He shares stories of his ancestors’ 50,000-year history and explains the
significance of the Dreaming spirits that guide Aboriginal culture. Exploring near the
holiday hub of Yallingup, he’ll pause to point out bush herbs and fruits that you’d
otherwise walk past, crushing leaves in his hand so you can breathe in their fragrance.
He might also share his knowledge of bush medicine, show you how to make Aboriginal
tools and take you on a short walk on the Cape to Cape track, or to the top of Cape
Naturaliste lighthouse for ocean views that stretch to the horizon. He could also take
you fishing for salmon, herring and bream inside spectacular Meelinup Regional Park,
where whales and dolphins often bob in glass-clear turquoise waters. A day with
Koomal Dreaming is unlike any other.
One of the world’s most influential chefs, René Redzepi is perhaps the most vocal of all
those who’ve joined Wadandi man Josh Whiteland on an exploration of Margaret River’s
natural treasures. After prising abalone off ocean rocks and harvesting fruit from the
native succulent known as pigface, the man behind Noma restaurant described the
edible discoveries as “mind-blowing”.

0412 415 355
Yallingup Caves Road, Yallingup, WA
info@koomaldreaming.com.au
koomaldreaming.com.au
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DETAILS
Koomal Dreaming adds another dimension to
Margaret River’s winemaking and gastronomic
appeal by connecting you to the Noongar culture,
which stretches across the southern third of
Western Australia.
Short tours for groups of up to 40 people run
from 1.5–2.5 hours, or there’s the option of
a private, full-day tour. Experiences run from
January to June and September to December
except for the Djiljit Coastal Fishing Experience
that runs from February to May. People joining
the tours will need to be capable of taking the
numerous steep, outdoor steps in and out of
the cave, and of bushwalking along flat tracks.
Koomal Dreaming’s private tours include local
transport (with accommodation pick up and drop
off), a bush-foods lunch, beachside afternoon tea
and lighthouse visit.

ABORIGINAL OWNED

Narlijia Experiences
Broome
Broome
OVERVIEW
The historic pearling town of Broome is revered for epic sunsets and magnificent
beaches bounded by red pindan scrub, but to learn the complete story of its fascinating
past and present, spend time with local Yawuru man Bart Pigram.
Bart shares generational knowledge and recounts ancient stories of the saltwater
Yawuru people during his fascinating Mangrove Discovery tour around Roebuck Bay.
In Yawuru Aboriginal language, Narlijia means ‘true for you’ and Bart embraces the
opportunity to create a deeper connection between cultures.
He draws on his professional training in cultural development to create a unique
experience that takes you on an adventure through Roebuck Bay’s low tide mangrove
ecosystem. These mangroves provide a sheltered habitat for a wide variety of native
and aquatic animals including fish, molluscs, mud worms, various crustaceans, dugong
and the occasional saltwater crocodile. At low tide, the mangroves come to life with
mud crabs, mudskippers and abundant birdlife.
Bart’s tours are insightful and entertaining; he comes from a family of musicians and
pearling workers who share a deep connection to Country.

DETAILS
During the 2-hour Mangrove Discovery
Experience you’ll learn about the traditional use
of mangrove wood, visit Buccaneer Rock and hear
the Dreamtime stories of the region. There may
be an opportunity to taste some bush tucker
sourced from the mangrove forest and foreshore
or an amazing oyster fresh off the rock. View the
remnants of (Asian) fish traps and be regaled
with stories from historic Broome’s pearling days.
This fun and engaging 2.8km walk through the
mangroves and mudflats will give you a greater
appreciation of Broome’s natural environment
and marine life.
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+61 8 9195 0232
PO Box 6020 Broome, WA
bart@toursbroome.com.au
toursbroome.com.au
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NGURRANGGA TOURS
West Pilbara

OVERVIEW
Clinton Walker bridges the divide between modern and traditional cultures with an
easy humour. On the Instagram feed of his Ngurrangga Tours company, for example,
he posts a video of a goanna (his favourite bush tucker and the first animal he
learned to track and catch) that suddenly scrambles into action, racing away from
the crunch of his approaching boots. “That’s what us blackfullas like to call fast
food,” he jokes in the caption.
There is no better guide to the ancient culture that’s still very much alive in this
remote part of Australia than Walker, a descendant of the Ngarluma and Yindjibarndi
people, Traditional Owners of the West Pilbara region that encompasses the city of
Karratha, the Dampier Archipelago, Burrup Peninsula and Murujuga and Millstream
Chichester national parks.

ABORIGINAL OWNED

DETAILS
It’s estimated there could be up to a million rock- art images
tucked into the Burrup Peninsula and Dampier Archipelago.
Walker’s 2-hour afternoon tour of Murujuga National Park,
home to the world’s highest concentration of rock art, shows
off some of the stunning images that document everything
from first contact with Europeans to megafauna and other
extinct species. A 2-hour morning rock art tour explores the
Yaburrara Trail petryglyphs.
Those happy to get a little dirty can head out on one of
Walker’s bush-tucker tours. Guests must make their way
through mud, spinifex and scrub as they help forage for
seasonal ingredients for their feast. This might include
berries, wattleseeds and mud crabs, and Walker might also
roast a kangaroo tail in an earth oven.
Join a 4WD Tagalong tour which includes a traditional
Welcome to Country, ancient Aboriginal rock art, sacred
sites, traditional stories, bush medicine and bush tucker.
Take a guided Staircase to the Moon tour with a Traditional
Owner. Undertake some coastal foraging during low tide
while the sun sets before viewing the Staircase to the Moon
across Hearsons Cove, the ultimate viewpoint.

+61 8 6373 1440
42 Roe Street, Roebourne, WA
bookings@ngurrangga.com.au
ngurrangga.com.au
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A full-day tour of Millstream Chichester National Park
includes a Dreaming story about how the Warlu (Rainbow
Serpent) created this oasis in the desert. Many of Walker’s
former guests return wanting a longer tour and opt for an
overnight experience that includes camping near the park
and the Hamersley Range, and learning the Dreaming stories
associated with the constellations. “You can actually see the
Songlines in the sky,” he says. This long-time favourite spot
of Walker’s is also a repository of artefacts such as stone
axes, spearheads and grinding stones.
For guests who say, “I want to do everything you’ve got”,
Walker combines his individual tours into a super-tour that
takes three days.

Wula Gura Nyinda Eco
Cultural Adventures
Shark Bay World Heritage Area
OVERVIEW
Learn about the deep spiritual connection that the local Nhanda and Malgana people
have with Gutharraguda, the traditional Aboriginal name for Shark Bay, a World
Heritage Area. It translates to “two waters”, in reference to the two bays that dominate
the landscape here, a saltwater paradise where the red sands of the desert meet the
white sands bordering the turquoise waters of the Indian Ocean.
This area is also home to stromatolites, the world’s oldest living organism, called the
“Old People” by local Aboriginal people because, to them, they represent ancestors.
Wula Gura Nyinda Eco Cultural Adventures owner Darren “Capes” Capewell will teach
you how to understand “the way country talks to you” and gives an insider’s view of
local Aboriginal culture through animal tracking, tasting bush tucker and traditionally
caught seafood, and identifying the uses of various medicine plants, as well as
didgeridoo lessons and Dreamtime stories.
He offers a diverse range of “on Country” cultural experiences including didgeridoo
campfire gatherings and 4WD tours as well as more active bush-tucker walks, kayaking
and snorkelling adventures, stand-up paddleboard tours, camping safaris and fly/drive
expeditions.

DETAILS
Wula Gura Nyinda Eco Cultural Adventures offers
a terrific array of tours ranging from two-hour
to multi-day experiences. On the Didgeridoo
Dreaming Night Tour enjoy Dreamtime stories
and the ancient sounds of the didgeridoo by a
campfire, as well as tasting local seafood and
bush tucker.
The full-day guided Kayak and Wildlife Adventure
explores sheltered bays and mangrove creek
ecosystems to spot turtles, dugongs, dolphins
and stingrays, while the Catch and Cook Safari
is an overnight camping experience in Francois
Peron National Park that includes traditional
fishing, a campfire dinner, didgeridoo lessons
and Aboriginal Dreamtime stories.
Other tours include full-day stand-up
paddleboard tours, 4WD explorations of
Francois Peron National Park and a three-day
Wirruwana Dreaming fly/drive safari on Dirk
Hartog Island where you kayak, snorkel, fish and
hike as you learn about local Aboriginal culture.
Accommodation is at the Dirk Hartog Island
Eco Lodge.

ABORIGINAL OWNED
+61 429 708 847
Night tours depart from Monkey Mia or Denham. All other tours
depart from the Shark Bay Visitor Centre in Denham
info@wulagura.com.au
wulagura.com.au
AU STRA L I A .COM /A B O R I G I N A L
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Our Signature Experiences showcase the best quality experiences on
offer across Australia. From winery experiences, fishing adventures and
Aboriginal guided tours to luxury lodges, wildlife encounters, guided
walking tours, cultural attractions and a round or two of golf.

Australian Wildlife Journeys features Australia’s
independently owned and operated wildlife
tour operators offering unparalleled connection
to Australia’s most spectacular natural
environments. Iconic and immersive wildlife
encounters include birdwatching, whale
watching, marsupial spotting and snorkelling.

Cultural Attractions of Australia is an industryled collective of iconic Australian arts and
cultural attractions that have joined forces to
present the best of Australia’s cultural offering
to the world. Each attraction has curated
pre-bookable, premium experiences, ensuring
unrivalled access and attention for their guests.

Discover Aboriginal Experiences is a collective
of inspiring and transformational experiences
guided by Aboriginal people who share their
country and bring the landscape to life through
their stories. A diverse range of experiences
are on offer including quad biking, kayaking,
hiking, fishing, mud crabbing, sightseeing,
art and food.

Great Fishing Adventures is the catch of
Australia’s best fishing operators that have
come together to raise the profile of Australia
as a world-class fishing destination. As
well as providing overviews of each fishing
operator, Great Fishing Adventures of Australia
spotlights some of Australia’s best fishing
experiences including tips on different
categories, from saltwater and freshwater
fishing to deep sea and fly fishing adventures.

Great Golf Courses of Australia provides
access to some of Australia’s leading golf
courses including the country’s World Top
100 course listings: Barnbougle Dunes and
Barnbougle Lost Farm, Cape Wickham Links,
Kingston Heath, New South Wales, The
National and Royal Melbourne (East and West).

Great Walks of Australia offers superb and
quintessentially Australian walking experiences
that engage walkers in some of the world’s
most spectacular terrain. These walks inspire
travellers to explore Australia’s diverse
landscape by foot, where guests reconnect
with nature in small, intimate groups led by
expert guides with a deep understanding and
appreciation of the environment.

Luxury Lodges of Australia is a collection
of independent lodges and camps offering
unforgettable experiences in Australia’s most
inspiring and extraordinary locations. These
lodges are exclusive by virtue of their location,
intimate size and personalised delivery of
uniquely, genuinely, Australian experiences.

Ultimate Winery Experiences Australia is a
collection of premium award-winning wineries
in Australia’s most renowned wine regions.
These wineries are not just places to sample
and purchase wine, but offer a diverse and
unique range of cellar door, dining and private
touring experiences.

A flagship suite of extraordinary Aboriginal
Australian experiences, showcasing the
world’s oldest living culture through the
cornerstones of cultural insight, authenticity
and meaningful connection.
tourism.australia.com/aboriginal (Corporate)
australia.com/aboriginal (Consumer)

